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FOREWORD

The purpose of the New Mexico Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) is to

conduct an independent technical evaluation of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

(WlPP) Project to ensure the protection of the public health and safety and the

environment. The WIPP Project, located in southeastern New Mexico, is being

constructed as a repository for the disposal of transuranic (TRU) radioactive

wastes generated by the national defense programs. The EEG was established in

1978 with funds provided by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to the State

of New Mexico. Public Law 100-456, the National Defense Authorization Act,

Fiscal Year 1989, Section 1433, assigned EEG to the New Mexico Institute of

Mining and Technology and continued the original contract DE-AC04-79AL 10752

through DOE contract DE-ACO4-89AL58309. The National Defense

Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994, Public Law 103-160, continues the

authorization.

EEG performs independenttechnical analyses of the suitability of the proposed

site; the design of the repository, its planned operation, and its long-term

integrity; suitability and safety of the transportation systems; suitability of the

Waste Acceptance Criteria and the generator sites' compliance with them; and

related subjects. These analyses include assessments of reports issued by the

DOE and its contractors, other federal agencies and organizations, as they relate

to the potential health, safety and environmental impacts from WIPP. Another

important function of EEG is the independent environmental monitoring of

background radioactivity in air, water, and soil, both on-site and off-site.

Robert H. NeiU

Director
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SUMMARY

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a facility of the U.S. Departmentof

Energy (DOE), designed and constructed for the permanent disposal of

transuranic (TRU)defense waste. The WIPP is surroundedby reserves of

potash, crude oil, and natural gas. These are attractive targets for exploratory

drilling which could disrupt the integrityof the transuranicwaste repository. To

proceed with disposal, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Administrator must certify that the probabilitiesand fraction of the repository's

release of radionuclides to the biosphere over the next 10,000 years will be less

thanthose allowed by the EPA standards(U.S. EPA, 1993). The performance

assessment calculationspublished to datehaveidentified futuredrilling for oil and

gas reservesas an event that may disrupt the repository and may release

ra_dionuclidesin excess of the standards(SNL, 1992, vol. 1, Section 4.1.2).

Therefore, the probability of inadvertenthumanintrusioninto the repository by

drilling and its impact on the integrity of the repository must be carefully
assessed.

While the DOE fundeda number of studies and reviews on the possibility of oil

and gas reserves in the vicinity of the WIPP, the recent production of crude oil

in the WIPP vicinity indicates that the 1974 study by Foster was correct.

However, the DOE decided to rely on the reports which indicated or strongly

suggested that crude oil was not considered economically recoverable.

The 1974 New Mexico Bureauof Mines and Mineral Resources (Foster, 1974)

estimated crude oil reserves would range from 550,000 to 1,200,000 barrels per

section in the vicinity of the WIPP Site. The EnvironmentalEvaluation Group

(Neill et al., 1983, p. 98) agreed with the Geologic CharacterizationReport

(Powers et al., 1978) and commented that "sinceFoster's study used a regional

statistical approach, there may be considerably more or less than the average

quantityof hyd_ns if the site were actually drilled." But the Environmental

Evaluation Group also concluded that "it is possible that significant reserves of

oil also exist within the site." The New Mexico Energy and MineralsDepartment

ix
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(NMEMD, 1984) Task Force on naturalresources relied on Foster's (1974)

estimates of petroleum reserves.

However, four other studies and several reviews commissioned and used by the

DOE stated or suggested that there were little or no economic_ly recoverable

crude oil reserves in the immediate vicinity of the WIPP. These include the

studies of Netherlandet al. (1974) and Keesey (1976, 1977, 1979) and the

reviews of Griswold (1977), Powers et al. (1978), the DOE WIPP Final

EnvironmentalImpactStatement(U.S. DOE, 1980), Brauschet al. (1982), Weart

(1983), and Weart et al. (1991).

The Department of Energy acknowledged that the statistical study of the New

Mexico Bureauof Mines andMineral Resources indicated the presence of crude

oil, but the DOE decided that later studies had discounted the existence of

economicaUy attractive quantities at the site. (McGough, 1983a, p. 4). With

respect to the impact of secondary recovery methods on the integrity of the

repository,Brauschet al (1982)did notevaluatesuchproductionmethods because

they argued that there was a minimalamount crude oil likely to exist within the

WIPP Site. The reportof Brausch et al. (1982) served as the basis for the major

decision to relinquishcontrolof a one mile bufferzone (Weart, 1983; McGough,

1983b) initially intended to provide DOE control of natural resource production

methods (U.S. DOE, 1980). Less than ten years later, the WIPP area was

confirmed by the oil and gas industry to be "extremely high in oil and gas

reserves...."(Nibert,1992).

The DOE position of minimal or no crude oil reserves persists in guiding

assumptions on other major issues including demonstration of compliance with

EPA disposal standards. For example, participants in two expert elicitation

exercises conductedby SandiaNational l.zboratories (SNL) wereasked to provide

information with which to estimate oil and gas drilling rates in the WIPP vicinity

over the next 10,000 years (Hora, 1992). Participantsin the first elicitation were

asked to identify the activities of futuresocieties thatwould disrupt the integrity

of the repositoryand to assign probabilitiesto events such as exploratory drilling.



Participantsin the second elicitation were asked to design a marker that would

discourage human intrusionandto evaluate the effectiveness of the markersthey

recommended. However, the participants in both exercises were provided

outdatedand incorrectinformationon the two issues that were most importantto

theirdiscussions -- the actual drilling intensity and the crude oil reserves in the

immediate vicinity of the WIPP Site. The effective drilling intensities, inferred

from the elicitations, were consistently and substantially less than the EPA

recommendedmaximumvalue of 30 boreholes per krn_over 10,000 years (Hora,

i_2).

The WIPP Project's experience indicates that allowing credit for institutional

control in the performance assessment calculations may be difficult to justify.

Experts from each of the four teams in the future socketies elicitation exercise

expressed reservationsabout the ability of the project to maintainactive control

for even a very shortperiod of time (Horaet al., 1991). Two active oil and gas

leases within the WIPP Site Boundaryand a producing gas well were overlooked

in several important DOE documents (Silva and ChanneU, 1992). Records

indicate thatDOE and the Departmentof Interior's Bureauof Land Management

(DOI/BLM) did not implement required review, comment, and approval

procedures in twenty-two of the twenty-five (88%) drilling applications filed

during the first two years a Memorandumof Understandingwas in effect and

while the WIPP facility was in a state of full readiness to receive waste. The

DOE review of the interface with the BLM failed to detect the problem. There

is no plan nor commitmentby DOE to active institutional control. The DOE

intends to negotiatethe extent of active institutionalcontrolwith the State of New

Mexico just prior to decommissioning of the facility or approximately 30 years

after having taken full credit for active institutional control in the performance

assessment calculations. Some components of passive institutional control, such

as government ownership of the site, public records, and markers, failed to

communicate the existence andlocation of oil and gas wells, a salt water disposal

well, and a pipeline crossover in the WIPP area to WIPP project employees.
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The WIPP facility will be subjected to the actual exploration, production, and

abandonment practices of the petroleum industry on adjacent properties. The

potential problems due to secondary recovery have not yet been addressed

because the project assumed that there were minimalcrude oil reserves. Primary

production of crude oil immediately adjacent to the WIPP is underway. The

feasibility of secondaryrecovery or tertiaryrecovery for adjacentoil fields needs

to be investigated. Of particularconcern is the potential migration of injected

water from adjacent properties through the Salado Formation (Ramey, 1976;

Bailey, 1990, LaVenue, 1991; Hamnan, 1993).

The leakageof existing and futureoil, g_, and salt waterinjectionwells appears

to have a potential impact on the regional hydrology. In addition to faulty cement

emplacement, leakage can result from rapid corrosion of wen casings in the

highly corrosive saline environment (LaVenue, 1991). There are several salt

water disposal wells _ting in the vicinity of the WIPP Site.

The performance assessment effort needs to address the problemsassociated with

inadequate borehole se_.ling and abandonment practices on Bureau of Land

Managementproperties (U.S. DOI, 1989, U.S. DOI, 1990, Baler, 1990). _The

Bureau of Land Management's (BLM) existing guidelines on well completions,

workovers and abandonmentshave never been formalizedand published" (U.S.

DOI, 1991, p. 20568). The potential impact of abandonedwells on the regional

hydrology and on the performance of the repository has yet to be determined.

.o
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1. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is intended to serve as a repository for

the safe disposal of transuranicwaste generatedby the defense activities of the
United States Government. The anticipated inventory includes 176,000 cubic

meters (6.2 million cubic feet or 850,000 drum equivalents) of contact-handled

transuranic(CH-TRU) waste and about 7,100 cubic meters (250,000 cubic feet

or 8000 canisters)of remote-handledtransuranic(RH-TRU)waste. The CH-TRU
waste is estimated to contain 9 million curiesof activity. The activity of the RH-

TRU waste is limited to 5.1 million curies.

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant is located in a resource rich area in southeastern

New Mexico. Natural resources in the immediate vicinity of the WIPP Site

include economically attractive reserves of potash, crude oil, and natural gas.

The 1985 EPA Standards(U.S. EPA, 1985) for thedisposal of transuranicwaste

slx_ficany cauti,mealagainst sitinga repository in an areawith resourcepotential
"unlessthe favorable characteristics of such places compensate for their greater

likelihood of being disULrbedin the future,w (U.S. EPA, 1985, p. 38081). This

provision has been retainedin the repromulgatedstandards(U.S. EPA, 1993).

The site has been selected and much of the facility has been constructed. To

proceedwith disposal, the EPA Administratormust certify (Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant Land Withdrawal Act, 1992) analyses which demonstrate that the

repository's release of radionuclidesto the biosphere over the next 10,000 yv,ws
will be less thanthatallowed by the EPA standards(U.S. EPA, 1985; U.S. EPA,

1993). The EPA decision will rely heavily on performance assessment

calculations. The performance assessment calculations published to date have

identified futuredrilling for oil and gas reserves as anevent thatmay disrupt the

repository and release radionuclides in excess of the standards (SNL, 1992,

Section 4.1.2).



This re,portevaluates:

• the studies funded by the DOE to examine the crude oil potential in

the immediatevicinity of the WIPP

• the use of an elicitationexercise to predict futuredrilling rates for use

in the calculation of the repository performance.

• the observed limitationsof institutionalcontrols

Because the WIPP Site is in an area rich in oil and gas re_urces, the integrity

of the repository is inherently subject to the drilling, production, and

abandonmentpractices of the oil and gas industry. The decision by the EPA to

approve the facility for disposal dependson a re_disticassessment of oil and gas

resources and actual industrypractices. The practices of other industries, such

as mining, may be importantbut are not considered in this report. This report

identifies the following issues that remain to be resolved:

• the limited performanceof blowout preventers after drilling into high

pressure zones immediatelyadjacentto the WIPP Site Boundary.

• reportedproblemswith waterfloodingoperations in southeasternNew
Mexico.

• reported water level rises in several wells completed in the Rustler

Formation, south of the WIPP Site, possibly due to oil and gas

wells or leaking injection wetls.

, reportsof inadequatewell abandonmentpractices on BLM leases and

the continued absence of enforceable regulations.



2. INTRODUCTION

The repository is located25 miles (40 kilometers)east of the city of Carlsbadat

a depth of 2150 feet (655 meters) in the lower part of a 1970-foot (600 meters)

thick salt formation. The area of land that lies within the WIPP Site Boundary

is a square four miles (6.44 kilometers) on a side. It contains 10,240 acres

(16mi2;4,144 hectares)including Sections 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 27, 28,

29, 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34 in T22S, R31E, NMPM in southeasternNew Mexico

(U.S. DOE, 1990a, Section 2.1.1.1)

Figure 1 illustrates the WIPP boundaryand the areas of Zone I and Zone II.

Zone I contains theWIPPfacility surface strucUlres, is surroundedby a chain link

fence, and covers about 35 acres (14 hectares) in Sections 20 and 21. Zone II

defines the maximum extent of the area for underground development.

Originally, the intent was to select a repository sl:e such that the distance to any

deep borehole wouldbe at least 2 miles. When this was found not to be feasible,

a one mile buffer was accepted(Powers et al., 1978). The WIPP Site Boundary

provides a minimum one mile (1.6 kilometers) buffer from pre-existing (non-

WIPP) boreholes around Zone II (U.S. DOE, 1990a, Section 2.1.1.1).

Although the designationsof Zone HIandZone IV areno longer used, they merit

a descriptionbecause manyof the studiesand reviews refer to these zones. The

location of Zones HIand IV are shown in Figure 2.

Zone HI essentially provided a one-mile (1.6 kilometer) buffer aroundZone II.

In Zone HI, all mining, other than for the repository, and deep drift holes

penetratingthroughthe evaporiteswould have been prohibited(U.S. DOE, 1980,

p. 8-4).

Zone IV provided a one-mile (1.6 kilometer) buffer around Zone HI. Within

Zone IV, conventional potash mining would have been permitted but solution

mining would have been prohibited. Deep drill holes would also be allowed
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but waterflooding and massive hydrofracturefor hydrocarbonrecovery would not

be permitted (U.S. DOE, 1980, p. 8-4). The Final Environmental Impact

Statementalso noted existing oil and gas wells producing in this zone would have

been permittedto continue throughtheiruseful lives. To protect the repository,

they would have been sealed as prescribedby the DOE when abandoned. New

wells for oil and gas production were to be drilled in conformance with DOE

standardsto facilitate eventual plugging (U.S. DOE, 1980, p. 8.4).

When Zone IV was relinquished by DOE as being unnecessary (McGough,

1983b), the Zone m boundary was "squared off" and the new site boundary

extended into the former Zone IV at the four comers (Wean, 1983; Wean,

1990). By relinquishing control over the remainder of Zone IV, the DOE also

relinquished the opportunity to prescribe drilling and plugging practices and

abandoned the right to restrict waterflooding and massive hydrofracture for

hydrocarbonrecovery in the one mile buffer aroundthe former Control Zone ]II

which was squaredoff to form the 4 mile by 4 mile WIPP Site.



3. STUDIES AND REVIEWS OF OIL AND GAS POTENTIAL

In evaluating the crude oil potential of the site, one early studyand two reviews

appearto have been mostnearlycorrect. The New Mexico Bureauof Mines and

Mineral Resources (Foster, 1974) estimatedcrude oil reserveswould rangefrom

550,000 to 1,200,000 barrelsper section in the vicinity of the WIPP Site. The

EnvironmentalEvaluation Group (Neill et al., 1983, p. 98) concluded that"it is

possible that significant reserves of oil also exist within the site." The 1984

report by the New Mexico Energy and Minerals _ent Task Force

(NMEMD, 1984) used Foster's (1974) estimates to calculate the loss of revenues

to the state.

Four studies and several reviews stated or suggested that there were no

economically recoverable crude oil reserves in '_e immediate vicinity of the

WIPP. These include the studies of Netherlandet al._ (1974) and Keesey (1976,

1977, 1979) and the WIPP project reports by Griswold (1977), Powers et al.

(1978), the DOE WIPP Final Environmental Impact Statement (1980), B_usch

et al. (1982), Weart (1983), and Weartet al. (1991). The following discussion

is organizedchronologicaUyaccording to the publication dates of these reports.

3.1 Netherland et al., 1974

Netherlandet al. (1974) studied a site originally selected but abandoned after the

borehole ERDA-6 encountered pressuriz_ brine in 1975. The report's

conclusions are wrong. The report states:

As a result of this study, _e conc/ude l/tat no econom/ca//y recoverab/e

o/1and &a_ exist within the limits of the ORNL StudyArea or underthe

acreage immediatelyadjoiningthe Study Area. Cotnprehensiveanalyses

_ORNLStudy Area Northwest of the WIPP. See Figure 3.

_Emphasisadded.
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of the available geological and engineeringdata have been made for the

upperportion of the Delaware Basin in which the Study Area is located,

and the thorough study and analysisof these data lead us_ to this

conclusion (Netherlandet al., 1974).

That repository site (ORNL Study Area, Figure 3) was abandoned and the site

was reopened for oil and gas exploration. Figure4 shows oil wells on forty acre

spacing throughout muchof the original WIPP Site (ORNL Study Area). The

firm conclusion of Netherland et al. (1974) was wrong.

3.2 Foster, 1974

Foster (1974) provided anupdatedgeologic descriptionof the repository areaand

a preliminary evaluationof the petroleumpotentialof the proposedwaste disposal

site. Site selection criteria precluded deep drill boreholes. It was difficult to

assess hydrocarbonreserves underthe site because there was no productiondata.

Furthermore, there was limited oil and gas exploration in the four township

contract area referred to as the "Pilot area" (Figure 5)? In fact, of the 144

sections in the Pilot area, 117 sections had not yet been drilled to explore for oil

and gas. Thus, Foster found it necessary to expand the investigation to a larger

area to properly evaluate the oil and gas potential. The study was expanded to

include 42 townships as shown in Figure 5. These were defined as the "Study

Area" and included T20S R's 30 to 35E and T's 21 to 26S, R's 29 to 34 E.

Foster estimated the oil and gas reserves based on geological and statistical

evaluations of each part of the geologic section known to contain cotwnerc/a/

accumulations of petroleum. The geologic evaluation considered:

1) the occurrence and numberof suitablereservoir and source rocks;

'Emphasis added.

*rhe present 4 mile x 4 mile WIPP Site is located in the southwestern comer
of Foster's "Pilot Area." See Figure 5.
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2) the type of trap most commonly associated with accumulations in a

specific part of a section;

3) the potential presence of such a trap in the "Pilot area';

4) the distribution of known occurrencesof oil and/or gas primarilywithin

the "Study area."

The statisticalevaluations were based primarily on produc_ve acreage compared

_th total acreage tested and wildcat success ratios. The evaluation also

considered the occurrenceof petroleum,_whether commercialor not; the number

of oil wells versus the number of gas wells completed for each interval; average

production per well; and oil/associated gas and gas/distillate ratios for each
interval.

Based on the productive acreage method, Foster (1974, p. 282 and p. 287-288)

estimated the production potential for each section within the "Pilot area" as;

• 1.2 million barrels (BBLs) of crude oil

• 2.9 million MCFs of associated gas

• 13.5 million MCF of natural gas

• 193,000 barrels of distillate (gas condensate)

Based on the wildcat success ratios, Foster estimatedthe production potential for
each section as

• 550,000BBLs ofcrudeoil

) 2.2millionMCF ofassociatedgas

• 12.5millionMCF ofnaturalgas

• 170,000 barrels of distillate (gas condensa_.')
/
/

//
/

SAnMCF isequaltoonethousandst0mdardcubicfeet(28.32cubicmeters)

ofgas.A BBL isequaltoonebarrel_0.159cubicmeters)ofoilorcondensate.

J
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It a_ that Foster's estimates for crude oil reserves were correct. Recent

production datafor wells recently drilled in former Control Zone IV suggest an

ultimate primaryrecovery of 1.1 million barrels of crude oil for Section 23 and

673,000 barrels of crude oil for Section 26 (T22S, R31E) assuming full

developmentof each section with oil wells on 40 acre spacings. Section 3.11 of

this reportdiscusses the recent estimates.

3.3 Keesey, 1976, 1977, 1979

Keesey's 1976 study was intended to guide Sandia National Laboratories in

deciding the suitabilityof the site and to establish the potentialmonetaryvalue of

the hydrcr.arbonrights. Emphasis was placed on deliverability and proven

reserves.

Like Foster (1974), Keesey found thatthe area was largely unexplored. Hence,

Keesey cautioned:

Extensive deep drilling has not been undertaken in the New Mexico

portion of the Delaware Basin, and only 10 to 15 percentof the available

acreage has been tested. This low development percentage does not

mean that the Delaware Basin has no potential. On ate amum,y,

De/amm_Basinhasbeen,andst////s,anareathat/scons/deredto ha_

majoroil and gaspocem_,paracularlyintheDelam_ and

/'rotary/tom/anser/es.'The lackofextensivedrillinginthenorthern

portion of the Delaware Basin is believed to be related to: (1) a

historically low controlled price for gas, (2) a somewhat higher risk of

finding sufficient quantities of reserves as a result of the varying

depositional environment,and (3) lack of readily available pipelines for

the transportationof reserves to market during earlier periods. In the

immediate vicinity of the "site area', the existence of potash mines has

, ,,,,,

'Emphasis added.
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also deterred or prevented drilling for hydrocarbon reserves (Keesey,

1976, p. 4).

Keesey e_ded the review from the site areaof 32 squaremiles (83 km_)to 400

square miles (1036 km_), centered on the new WIPP Site, to accommodate the

lack of hydrocarbontests in the site area.

Keesey classified the hymn production potentialas 1) proved producing

reserves, 2) proved non-producingreserves, 3) proved undevelolx_ reserves, 4)

probable reserves, and 5) possible reserves. Keesey found insufficient

engineering and geological data to evaluate Hpossiblereserves_ (Keesey, 1976,

p. 24) and could not assign any reserve potentialto 11,360 acres (4,600 hectares)

within the site area. Keesey focused on the "proven"potential for the economic

production of natural gas and distillate for the remaining _a. Within these

constraints, Keesey concluded there was too mucheconomic risk in the WIPP

Site Area for crude oil exploration.

Keesey's 1977 analysis was limited to the productionof natural gas and gas

condensate from th¢_deeper formations. The study was an appraisalof the fair

marketvalue of the hydrocarbonreserves underlyingthe fourcontrol zones of the

WIPP Site. Although Keesey commented that multiple zones of oil and gas

productioncould exist from the Delaware zone at 4,200 feet (1280 meters)to the

Devonian zone at 15,800 feet (4618 meters), Keesey maintainedthat the primary

target would be the deeper natural gas producing formations rather than the

shallower oil producing formations.

Keesey's 1979 study also did not consider crude oil potential. Keesey estimated

thepotential hydrocarbonreserves underlyingtheWIPP Site Area, the percentage

of these reserves recoverable through the use of known drilling technology, the

value of the hydrocarbon reserves, the cost to recover these reserves, and the

potential loss of futurerevenue to the State of New Mexico if the reserves could

not be recovered due to the existence of the WIPP Site Area. Again, only the

14



natural gas and condensate potential for the deeper formationswere considered.

3.4 Griswold, ].977

Griswold (1977) characterizedthecrudeoil potentialfromthe DelawareandBone

Springs Formations as of "minor importance." Griswold also maintainedthat

experience elsewhere in this part of the Delaware Basin indicated a low

probability of striking commercial reservoirs. This is in contrast to Keesey's
initial observation:

On the contrary, the Delaware Basinhas been, and still is, an area that

is considered to have major oil and gas potential, particularly in the

Delaware' and Pennsylvanlan series. (Keesey, 1976, p. 4).

Griswold (1977) maintained that the Delaware, Bone Springs, and Atoka

Formations would be tested by any well going through to the deeper Morrow

Formation. However, Foster cautioned thatif the explorationtargetis a deep pay

zone, then the shallower, potentiallyproductiveintervals arecommonly not tested

or may not even be carefully examined through the use of logs or samples

(Foster, 1974, p. 103).

3.$ Powers et al., 19%

The Geologic CharacterizationReport (Powers et al., 1978) characterized the

reserve estimates of the New Mexico Bureauof Mines and Mineral Resources

(Foster, 1974, Section 8.4.8 and Table 8-13) as resources that may be in place

without considering the economics associated with their extraction.' However,

Foster's "statisticalevaluations werebased on productiveacreage comparedwith

total acreage tested, and wildcat success ratios in the Delaware Basin" (Foster,

• anphasis added.

'As noted in the preface of the GCR,Chapter8 of the GCR was preparedby
George Griswold.
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1974, p. 279). The "productiveacreage" indicateseconomical attractiveness. It

is unclearwhy the Geologic CharacterizationReport (GCR) tabulatedFoster's

production estimatesas "in place resources"in contrastwith Keesey's estimates
which were characterized as "economic resources." Foster's own table of

_calculated reserves" characterized the petroleum potential as "production

estimate" or "adjustedproduction estimate" and not as "in place" resources. The

GCR acknowledged "a reasonable possibility that Foster's estimated resources

could exist underthe site" and commented that thisprobablyrepresentsthe upper

bound of exploitable reserves.

On the issue of avoiding existing oil fields, the Geologic CharacterizationReport

(Powers et al., 1978) makes a strong statement.

Regardingpossible conflict with hydrocarbonreserves, the avoidance of

deep drill holes automatically insures that a potential site would not be

located over an existing oil or gas field. To minimize the possibility of

siting over areas having favorable potential for discovery of additional

hydrocarbonreserves, oil and gas trends in the subsurface beneath a

possible site location would be considered in siting the repository. The

locations of such trendsare shown in Figure 2-7 (Powers et al., 1978,

Sectio_l2.3.5).

However, the avoidance of deep drill holes does not automaticaUy insure thata

potential repository site would not be locatedover an existing oil or gas reservoir.

Avoidance of deep drill holes simply insures that any existing oil and gas

reservoirs under the repository site were not yet discovered and/or developed.

In this case the area was largely unexplored.

Two of the production trends cited by the Geologic Characterization Report

(GCR) are shown in Figure 6. The GCR argues thatknown oil and gas trends

"minimize the possibility of siting over areas having favorable potential for

discovery of additionalhydrocarbonreserves." However, in a largely unexplored
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area, production trends alone do not establish petroleum reservok boundaries.

As noted by Foster in describing the PennsylvanianFormation, the geographical

limits of petroleum production in the vicinity of the WIPP had not yet been
identified.

.... Production trends without intervening dry holes and the multiple

producing zones support a conclusion that production from the

Pennsylvanian may eventually cover a considerable part of this area.

Significant as far as the Pilot area is concerned is the Paduca - Poker

Lake - Sand Dunes - Los Medafios trend and potential for extension

toward Hat Mesa. Drilling to date has not defined the horizontalor

vertical limits of petroleum accumulations for any part of this area.

(Foster, 1974, p. 116).

3.6 Final Environmental Impact Statement, 1980

The WIPP Final EnvironmentalImpactStatement(U.S. DOE, 1980, Table 9-14)
characterized the crude oil reserves at the WIPP Site as "nil." Foster's crude oil

reserve estimates of 1.2 million barrelsper section were described by the WIPP

Final Environmental ImpactStatement (FEIS) as resources rather than reserves

(Table 9-14). 9 It is not clear why the DOE WIPP FEIS characterized the New

Mexico Eureauof Mines and MineralResourcesestimate of petroleumproduction

potential as resources rather than reserves. Foster specifically identified the

estimates as "calculated reserves" (Foster, 1974, Table 46, p. 282).

Furthermore, Foster's estimates were based on productive acreage which was

presumablybeing producedbecause it was economically attractivewith existing

technology. Foster's characterization would be consistent with the WIPP FEIS
definition for reserves.

Whe FEIS defined resources as minerals thatare currently or potentially of
economic value and reserves as resources thatare economic at today's market
prices and with existing technology (DOE FEIS, 1980, Section 9.2.3.1).
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Reserves arethe portionof resourcesthatareeconomic at today'smarket
I

prices and with existing technology (p. 9-18, U.S. DOE, 1980).

It is also unclear why the mappublished in the WIPP FEIS (U.S. DOE, 1980,

Figure 8.6) and shown in Figure 7 disclosed six abandoneddrill holes, including
two abandoneddrill holes outside ControlZone IV, but failed to show four other

abandoned dritl holes and the eight producing oil and gas wells identified by

Griswold (1977).

3.7 Brausch et al., 1982

As part of the Stipulated Agreement between the DOE and the State of New

Mexico to resolve the State AttorneyGeneral's lawsuit against the DOE in 1981,

the DOE agreed to prepare the NaturalResources Study Final Report (Brausch

et al., 1982). Brausch et al. dismissed the crude oil reserves determined by
Foster for the fourcontrol zones with the comment "notconsidered an economic

reserve" (Brauschet al., 1982, Table 1). Brauschet al. further stated:

crude oil resources are not considered reasonably extractable, but

significant quantities of natural gas are likely to be present at the site

(Brausch et al., p. 13).

Citing the economic analysis of Keesey (1976, 1979, 1980) Brausch et al.
commented:

only a single zone, the Morrow Formation,is worthyof explorationrisk.

Gas production from the Atoim Formation is not large enough to

justify exploration of this unit,1°although some production ancillary

to Morrow productionmay be possible.

1°Emphasisadded.
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Figure 7. Oil and gas leases within the WIPP Site according to the DOE

FEIS (U.S. DOE, 1980, Figure 8-6, reproduced with permission).
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In 1980, the DOE had intended to maintaincontrol of exploration, production,
and abandonmentactivities in former control zone IV.

Existing producing oil and gas holes in this zone will be permittedto

continue throughtheir useful lives; to protectthe repository, they will be

sealed as prescribedby the DOE when they are abandoned. New wells

for oil and gas production may be drilled in conformance with DOE

standards to facilitate eventual plugging; recovery methods such as

flooding or hydrofractaring will not be permitted(U.S. DOE, 1980, p.

However, based on the report of Brausch et al. (1982), the DOE relinquished

jurisdiction over former control zone IV (McOough, 1983b; Weart, 1983).

With re_t to the impact of secondaryrecovery of crude oil on the integrity of

the repository, Brauschet al. (1982) stated:

Secondaryrecovery methods are commonly employed in portionsof the

Delaware Basin that contain practical quantities of crude oil. Such

production methods are no?_evaluatedin detail in this report, however,

because of the minimal amount of crude oil likely to exist within the

WIPP site (Brausch et al., 1982, p. 30).

The position was adopted by the DOE. The DOE Revised Interim Policy

Statement on Resource Recovery at the WIPP Site stated:

Secondary recovery methods .... and tertiaryrecovery methods ... may

also be employed but, becmeu_the crude oH re._wvea at the s/re are not

reasonable or eoonomically oarractable)2 these techniques are not

"Emphasisadded.

_2Emphasisadded.
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expected to be useful unless significant technological advances and

adaptationare made (McGough, 1982).

The DOE relinquishedboth the opportunityto prescribe driUing and plugging

practices and the right to restrict waterflooding and massive hydrofracturefor

hydrocarbonrecovery in formercontrol zone IV.

Basedon the reportof Brauschet al., the DOE concluded thatcontrolof zone IV

was no longer requiredto protect the long term integrity of the site and the DOE

chose to rely on other agencies for institutional control of resource recovery
activities in former control zone IV.

As you know, the DOE revised Interim Policy Statement on Resource

Recovery at the WIPP Site is based on the Natural Resource Study

['Brauschet al., 1982] whichconcludesthatresourcerecovery outsidethe

Site boundary (Zone KI) using currenttechnology, will not compromise

the integrity of the WIPP undergroundfacility. Accordingly, the DOE

does not plan to exercise any control over resource recovery activities

outside the Site boundaryand will rely, primarily, on other Federal and

State regulatory agencies to assure that the WIPP boundaries are not

violated. As an additionalprotectionmeasure, the BLM will notify the

DOE of any requests for resource recovery permits within one mile of

the WIPP Site boundary so that the DOE will be aware of resource

recovery activities near the Site (McGough, 1983b).

When control zone IV was relinquished by DOE, it was opened for petroleum

exploration. Crudeoil is now being producedfrom former control zone IV and

has been recently characterizedas "extremelyhigh in oil and gas reserves and it

is no exaggeration to state that the Livingston Ridge Delaware Pool underlying

the WIPP Area is one of the most significantprovenoil and gas developments in

the State of New Mexico.... " (Nibert, 1992).
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3.8 Weart, 1983

Weart (1983; U.S. DOE, 1983) evaluatedtheWIPP site suitability, citing factors

listed in the Geological CharacterizationReportand in the Final Environmental

Impact Statement. Weart's discussion on natural resources recognized that

vimmlly any sedimentarybasin would be the target for oil and gas exploration.

Weart notedthat the WIPP projectcould never rule out the possibility of human
intrusion.

In discussing crude oil potential, Weartdid not cite Foster's adjustedproduction
estimates of 550,000 to 1,200,000 barrelscrude oil per section. Citing only the

DOE Final EnvironmentalImpactStatement (1980) and the reportof Brauschet

al. (1982), Weart stated:

PmSlXX:tSfor oil in this immediateareaarenot promising. (Weart, 1983,

p. 24)

3.9 Nero et al., 1983

Neilletal.,(1983)acknowledgedthelimitationsand themerit'sof Foster's

regionalstatisticalapproach.EchoingthecautiongivenbyPowersetal.(1978)

intheGeologicalCharacterizationReport,Neilletal,commented:

Of course, since Foster's studyused a regional statisticalapproach, there

may be considerably more or less than the average quantityof

hydrocarbons if the site were actually drilled (Neill et al, 1983, p. 98).

However, Neill et al. concluded:

Therefore, it is possible that significantreserves of oil also exist within

the site. (Neill et al., 1983, p. 98)
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3.10 Weart et al., 1991

Weart et al., (1991) presented the following conclusion as background

informationto the expertpanels on inadvertentintrusioninto the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant:

Crudeoil will not be a target for explorationunless the price of oil rises

to levels substantiallyhigher thanthe price duringthe past energy crises.

Naturalgas in the Morrow Formation will remain the main andperhaps

only hydrocarbonof potential economic importance(Weartet al., 1991,

p. VI-12).

3.11 FJtlnmted Crude on Petential Based on Current Production

Evaluation of recent productiondecline datafor wells recently drilled in former

Control Zone IV suggest an ultimateprimaryrecovery of 1.1 million barrelsof

crude oil for Section 23 and 673,000 barrels of crude oil for Section 26 (T22S,

R31E)I' thus sugg_g that the New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral

Resources relxnt (Foster, 1974) was correct in its assessment of crude oil
_es.

The estimates are not intended to represent the complete crude oil potential of

these sections. The estimates are inherently limited. The wells have been in

productionfor only a few months. The productiondata do not include formation

potential behind casing that has not yet been perforated. Each section has not

been entirely drilled because of the presence of potash. Potential crude oil

productiondue to futuresecondary recovery, tertiaryrecovery, or infiU drilling

is not yet known.
q

J

_'Theextrapolationassumes that the sections would have been developed
with weils on 40 acre _gs which was not allowed due to the presence of
potash.
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Table 1. Estimate_iultimate crude oil recovery by primary production.

(Babyak, 1994)

IllllllllllII J I _lI !_[

Sec, Tnsp, Rage Well # First Production Ultimate CrudeOil
Recovery (BBLs)

i i ii ii iii i i

23, T22S, R31E 1 Aug 90 73,066

23, T22S, R31E 2 Apr 92 24,690
II I I II

23, T22S, R31E 3 Aug 91 69,798

23, T22S, R31E 5 Apr 91 106,286

26, T22S, R31E 1 Jul 90 65,186

26, T22S, R31E 2 Apt 91 28,325
, i

26, T22S, R31E 3 Sep 91 75,228
II I III I I I

26, T22S, R31E 4 Dec 91 29,101
I II

26, T22S, R31E 5 Jan 91 28,174

26, T22S, R31E 6 Apt"92 28,339

26, T22S, R31E 7 May 92 39,937
I'

3.12 Smeary

The DOE funded a number of studies and reviews on the possibility of oil and

gas reserves in the vicinity of the WIPP. Recent productionof crude oil in the

WIPP vicinity indicates that the 1974 studyby the New Mexico Bureauof Mines

and Mineral Resources (Foster, 1974) was correct. However, the Departmentof

Energy rejected the findings of the New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral
Resources.
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Although the New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources

(NMBM&MR) study shows that minor deposits of crude oil are

statistically probableat the WIPP Site, later studies have discounted the

existence of economically attractivequantifiesof crude oil at the site

(McGough, 1983a, p.4).

Yet, in less than ten years, the WIPP area has been found by the oil and gas

industry to be:

extremely high in oil and gas reserves and it is no exaggeration to state

that the Livingston Ridge Delaware Pool underlying the WIPP Area is

one of the most significaat provenoil and gas developments in the State

of New Mexico in what is otherwise a generally dismal exploration and

development climate (Nibert, 1992).

The industry observation and actual crude oil productionraises questions about

the DOE decision makingprocess. Brauschet al. (1982) chose not to evaluate

the possible impact of secondary recovery on the integrity of the repository

because of the "minimal amount of crude oil likely to exist within the WIPP

Site." Based on the report of Brausch et al. (1982), the DOE decided to

relinquish control zone IV. In 1980, the DOE intended to maintaincontrol of

exploration, production, and abandonmentactivities in this zone. However, the

DOE relinquished both the opportunityto prescribe drillingand plugging practices

and the right to restrictwaterfloodingand massive hydrofracturefor hydrocarbon

recovery in former control zone IV.

The position of minimalcrude oil reserves persists in guiding DOE assumptions

on other major issues including the demonstration of compliance with the EPA

disposal regulations. Participants in two elicitation exercises were asked to

provide information with which to estimate oil and gas drillingrates in the WIPP

vicinity over the next 10,000 years (Hora, 1992). Unfortunately, the participants

were told that crude oil would not be a target for exploration unless the price of

oil substantiallyexceeded the price duringthe past energycrises and were further
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told that natural gas from the Morrow Formation will remain the main and

perhaps only hydrocarbonof potential economic importance in the area (Wean

et al., 1991). Hence, the elicitation exercise generatedfuture drilling rates far

lower thanthe observed drilling rates.
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4. DRHJ_NG RATES AND EXPERT JUDGEMENT

Predicting the drilling rate over the next 10,000 years represents a major

uncertaintyin calculatingthe performance of the repository. The performance

assessment calculations are highly sensitive to the assumed drilling rates (SNL,

1992, vol. 3, Table 5.2). Thepostulateddrilling rates used in the 1992 effort are

low and account for a very important factor in the calculated repository

performanceas shown in Figure 8 (SNL, 1992, vol 1, Figure 5-1).

4.1 Expert Judgment

The 1992 performanceassessment calculations included very low drilling rates

inferred from two elicitation exercises cited as "expertjudgment"by Hora et al.

(1991). The elicitation exercises were intended to estimate drilling rates for oil

and gas re.;ourcesover the next 10,000 years. Participantsin the first elicitation

were asked to identify the activities of future societies that would disrupt the

integrity of the repository. They were also asked to assign probabilities to events

such as explon_rf' drilling. Participantsin the second elicitation were asked

to design a marker that would discouragehumanintrusion. As an additional task

they were asked to evaluate the effectiveness of the markersthey recommended.

The participants in both exercises were provided outdated and incorrect

information on the two issues that were most importantto their discussions m

the actual drilling intensity and the crude oil reserves in the immediate vicinity

of the WIPP Site. This reportquestions the low drilling rates inferredfrom these

elicitations and used in the WIPP performanceassessment, and examines some

very poor near future predictions.

Participants in the future societies elicitation exercise were assembled in the
summer of 1990. The elicitation consisted of four teams with four members on

"The various definitions for exploratory drilling are discussed in Section
4.6. This evaluation considers all drilling activity as potentially intrusive.
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each team. Theirteam reports were completed at different times from October

1990 through January1991. The analysis was published by Hora et al. (1991)

in December 1991. The WashingtonA Team consisted of a resource economist,

a political scientist, an environmentalattorney, and a nuclearphysicist (Chapman,

Ferkiss, Reicherand Taylor, 1991, p. E-5). The Washington B Team consisted

of a risk analyst, a futurist, a climatologist, and a historian (Glickman, Singer,

Rosenberg and Vinovskis, 1991_s,p. F-3). Members of the Boston Team held

credentialsin futuresresearch, law, sociology, and physics (Gordon,Baram, Bell

and Cohen, 1991, p. C-3). The Southwest Team characterized itself as "an

astrophysicist who also writes science fiction, a decision analyst, a physical

scientistturnedsocial scientist, and a geographer" (Benford, Kirkwood, Otway,

and Pasqualetti, 1991, p. D-6). The extractive minerals industries and the

petroleum industrywere not representedby membership on any of the teams.

The participantswere told:

Crudeoil will not be a target for exploration unless the price of oil rises

to levels substantiallyhigher thanthe price during the past energy crises.

Natural gas in the Morrow Formationwill remain the main and perhaps

only hydrocarbonof potential economic importance (Weartet al., 1991,

p. VI-12).

4.2 Washington A Team

The Washington A Team a_s to have assumed that all 1029 exploration and

development wells drilled in the region from 1919 through 1987 were for the

productionof naturalgas and none were for the production of crude oil.

Natural gas exists in commercialquantities in the region at depths below

the 2100 foot WIPP level. Productionis current, and 1029 exploration

1'Thereportwas undatedbut was included as an appendix to the 1991 report
by Hora et al. 1991.
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and development wells were drilled in the 69 years commencing in 1919

(Chapmanetal.,1991,p.E-21).

From this assumption the Washington A Team developed probabilities of

inadvertent intrusion for the near furore_, 1990 to 2190, and specifically

identified the prediction as the "natural gas case study" (Chapmanet al., 1991,

p. E-23) as shown in Figure 9.

There is a plausible explanation for the Washington A Team to consider only

natural gas and not crude oil potential. The team relied on information

documented in a reportby Weartet al., (1991) and the information they received

at the August 13-15, 1990 meeting in Albuquerque. At the meeting, one

overhead referred to the report of Brauschet al., (1982) and characterizedcrude

oil with the comment "not a reserve." Only potash and natural gas were

quantified as reserves. Another overhead referredto the reportof Powers et al.

(1978) and maintainedthatonly potash and naturalgas hadpotentialas significant

exploitabledeposits.The presentationsstronglysuggestedthattherewas no

crudeoilpotential.TheWashingtonA Team didnotconsidercrudeoilintheir

analyses.

4.3 Washington B Team

The Washington B Team concluded:

Drilling for other resources is also possible in the area. But the area is

so poor in other resources that are not at least equally available

elsewhere that gas seems to be a more likely objective than all other

potential resources put together (Glickman et al., 1991, p. F-27).

'eI-Iomet al. (1991, p. V-7) incorrectly state "the Washington A Team used
the first 200 years after the lapse of active controls."
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The Washington B Team then predictedexploration and production activity for
the near future_'

The exploration and extraction of resources in the near future is limited

to drilling, primarilydrilling for naturalgas. Otherresources are 0.2 to

0.1 times as likely to be exploited, and thus gas exploration dominates
the near future.

However, it is crude oil, and not naturalgas, thathas dominatedrecent drilling

activity in the immediatevicinity of WIPP. Table 2 shows the numberof oil and

gas wells drilled from 1987 through 1992 in a 124 km2 area (2 mile band)

immediately adjacentto the WIPPSite Boundary. From 1987 through1989, just

prior to the elicitation, there were no new gas wells drilled within two miles of

the WIPP Site Boundary, yet nine new oil wells had been drilled. In 1990, the

year of the elicitation exercise, thirteenoil wells were drilled, butnot a single gas

well was drilled. In 1991 and 1992, sixty new oil wells were drilled compared

with only two new gas wells. Yet theWashingtonB Team identified natural gas

as the resource for near term exploration and extractionactivity.

_'TheWashingtonB Team defined the near futureas0-200 years afterclosure
(Glickman, Singer, Rosenberg & Vinovskis, pp. F-4, F-27; Hora et al., p. IV-
55).
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Table 2. Oil and gas wells drilled immediately adjacentto the WIPP.

Year New Gas Wells New Oil Wells

1987 0 4
i i i i ,ll

1988 0 2

1989 0 3

1990 0 13

1991 1 37

1992 1 23
i

4.4 Non-use of Public Records

The exercise raises questions aboutthe effectiveness of public records to convey

information, which is a key component of passive institutional control. The

elicitor, the panel members, and the presenters were well educated and their

services were retained to find facts about a project in progress. There had been

no changes in language, cultureor government. Yet it a_ thatnot a single

person consulted the public records of the U.S. Departmentof Interior nor the

public records of the New Mexico Oil Conservation Division. Otherwise, they

would have found that it was crude oil, and not natural gas, that had dominated

recent resourceexplorationandproductionin the immediatevicinity of the WIPP.

This exercise, conducted to use the current state of knowledge to predict the

future,produceda disturbingsnapshotof the failureof well educated individuals

to learn from currem public records and facts on the ground. What confidence

can society have in public records to provide knowledge in the future and to

prevent drilling into the repository?

The low drilling rates inferred from the elicitation exercise reflects the outdated

informationprovidedto the participants. In tabulatingthe numberof exploration
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and developmentwells and the location of oil and gas fields, Wear et al. (1991)

referenceda 1987 mappublishedby MidlandMap Company and two 1977 maps

published by the Roswell Geological Society. It is widely recognized in the

petroleum industry that drilling information from Midland Map Company and

other such commercial services is revised cemJnuous/y to reflect the current

activity in the area. Further, the BLM also maintains up-to-date maps and

records of petroleum exploration and production on its properties. Why did

Wear et al. (1991) use maps thatwere fourteenyears and four years old? There

is no discernible reason to base decisions or predictions on maps that are so

seriously out of date. It appears that the commercially available maps and the

current BLM maps were not consulted.

There is another well known industry practice that tends to contradict the

predictionsof the expert panels. Drilling for naturalgas in New Mexico, as well

as other states, is often accomplished with wells drilled on 320 acre spacings,

although exceptions are not uncommon. Drilling for oil is generally

accomplished on 40 acre _gs or less. On a square mile the economic

productionof oil would usually require sixteen wells compared with only two

wells typically drilled for gas production. Contrary to the discussions and

predictions of the expert panels, the driUingrate for gas is generally one-eighth

the drilling rate for oil. The guidelines for these practices are also a matter of

public recordand can be obtainedfrom the New Mexico Energy, Minerals, and

Natural Resources _ent's Oil Conservation Division (1993).

There is furthereconomic incentive for a higher drilling rate for crude oil than

there is for naturalgas. Infill dfiUingcan be used in develoI_ fields to increase

or accelerateoil recovery. New wells aredrilled between existing wells to reduce

the average _g. Infill drilling increases the production rate and recent

studies also indicate that infill drilling increases ultimate recovery, converting

previously unrecovered mobile oil into proven producible reserves (U.S. DOE,

1989).
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4.S 1.ferred _ Rates

Figure 10 (a and b) compares the drilling rates suggested by EPA (1985, 1993)

and those proposed by Hora (1992). The EPA Standards(U.S. EPA, 1985) for

the disposal of transuranicwaste sp_fy a maximumdrilling rateof 30 boreholes

per squarekilometer over 10,000 years (U.S. EPA, 1985, p. 38089). The raw

drilling intensities shown in Figures 10 (a and b) reflect drilling rates inferred

from elicitation of the "futures"panel. The effective drilling intensity reflects

drilling rates inferred from elicitation of the "markers"panel. The drillingrates

estimated by Hora are consistently and substantially lower than the EPA

maximum for sedimentarygeologic formations. Hora (1992, p. 88) reportedthe

largest time integrated drilling intensity fromamong 1,000 vectors for the entire

regulatoryperiod to be only 1.11 boreholes per km_over 10,000 years. For the

1,000 to 10,000 yearperiod afterclosure, or 90% of the regulatory period, Hora

(1992) estimated the raw drilling intensity as 0.3 boreholes per square kilometer

over 10,000 years or 2 orders of magnitudeless than the EPA maximumof 30

boreholes per square kilometer over 10,000 years.

Figure 11 shows the number of oil and gas wells in the immediate vicinity of

WIPP in 1977. The map includes a two mile (3.2 kin) borderencompassing the

124 km2area surroundingthe WIPP Site Boundary. Until 1977, 15 oil and gas

wells (including dry holes) had been drilled within this 3.2 km border region. If

the EPA maximum drilling rate of 30 boreholes per km_per 10,000 years had

been sustained following 1977, an additional 8 wells would have been drilled by

1993. However, Figure 12 shows an additional 99 oil and gas wells" drilled

from 1978-1993 in the region. If averaged over 15 years, thatyields a drilling

rate of 530 boreholes per km2 per 10,000 years. Table 3 lists the drillingrates

extrapolated from yearly data for the area immediately surroundingWIPP. In

1991, the drilling rate peaked at 3057 well bores per km2per 10,000 years.

"The map does not differentiate between wildcat wells and field and pool
wells. Locations of notice of stakings and pending, approved, denied, or
canceled applications to drill are also shown because they indicate the level of
industry interest.
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Figure 10. Mean drilling intensifies inferredfrom elicitation of expert judgment.

Plot includes full credit for 100 years of active institutionalcontrol.
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The drilling rates listed in Table 3 must be viewed with caution. This report

certainly does not advocate that this level of drilling will be sustained for any

length of time nor does it advocate that the drilling rate is constant. However,

this report does identify the most recent period of time in which the drilling rate

in the immediate vicinity of the WIPP exceeded 3000 boreholes per km2 per

10,000 years or was more than 2 orders of magnitude higher than the EPA

maximumof 30 boreholes per km_over 1O,000years and 4 orders of magnitude

higher than the Hora (1992) estimate of 0.3 boreholes/km/10,000 years.

Table 3. Drilling rate extrapolatedfrom yearly data for a 124 km_ area

immediately surroundingthe WIPP.

ExtrapolatedDrilling Rate

Year Gas Wells Oil Wells (Wells/lan2/10,000 years)

1987 0 4 322

1988 0 2 161

1989 0 3 241

1990 0 13 1046

1991 1 37 3057
ii i i i ii i iii

1992 1 23 1930
iiiiiiiiii i

The actualdrilling rate in the vicinity of WIPP mighthave been muchhigher had

it not been for potash reserves. The objectives of the two industries are

inherently incompatible. For safety reasons, potash mining avoids an oil or gas

wellbore (Baier, 1990). If an oil or gas well is drilled through the potash, the

potash surroundingthe wellbore can not be mined andthe potash resource is lost.

Hence, the BLM often denies oil and gas drilling applications until after the

potash reserves areremoved. The guidelines for the approvalor denial of oil and

gas drilli,,igapplicationswithinthe potash enclave ared_bed in the Secretarial
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Order of 1986 (U.S. DOI, 1986). The active potash leases immediately

surroundingthe WIPP Site are shown in Figure 13.

4.6 Need for Clarification of EPA Terminology

Use of the terminology "inadvertentexploratorydrilling" in the EPA Standards

creates uncertainty. Exploratorydrillingis not the only kind of drilling thatmay

be inadvertent,in other words drillingwithout knowledge of the repository. Any

kind of drilling activity, including a production well, should be considered as

inadvertentas long as the dx_ers do not have knowledge of the repository.

Further,the termexploratoryis not clearlydefined in regulation. On applications

for permit to drill (APD), the Bureauof Land Managementand the New Mexico

Oil ConservationDivision do not use the term "exploratory." Oil and gas wells

are classified as either "field andpool" or "wildcat." The Rules and Regulations

of the New Mexico Oil ConservationDivision (1993, Rule 104) defines "wildcat"

wells and "development" wells but does not appearto use the term exploratory.

In the informationprovided to the expert panels, Weart et al. (1991, p. VI-12)

suggested, by parenthetical reference, that the term "exploratory" was

synonymous with "wildcat"and other wells were "developmental." However, it

is not clear that this interpretationis consistent with the intent of the EPA

StandardsCtJ.S.EPA, 1985; U.S. EPA, 1993) or with industry definitions.

Apparentlyexploratory wells are not limited only to wildcat wells. Bates and

Jackson(1980) define an exploratory well ss a well drilled to anunexploreddepth

or in unproven territory, either in search of a new pool of oil or gas or with the

expectation of greatly extending the known limits of a field already partly

developed. Whitehead(1976) defines an exploration well as a borehole drilled

in the search for a new source of hydrocarbons. An exploration well may be a

new field wiklcat, or a probefor a new productionformationin an existing field.

In this sense a delineationwell is also an explorationwell. A delineation well is

an exploration well drilledas partof a carefidly plannedprogramwith the object
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of appraisingthe value of an oil or gas discovery. Delineationwells, or step-out

wells, are drilled so that the probable outline of the oil- or gas-field may be

detineated(Whitehead, 1976).

The use of the term exploratory well in the EPA StandardsCO.S. EPA, 1985;

U.S. EPA, 1993) is _ to broad interpretationwhich is not desirablegiven the

sensitivity of the performanceassessment calculationsto well-drilfing rates. All

drilling should be considered to be "inadvertent"as long as the drillers are

unawareof the existence of the repository.

4.7 Summary of the Drilling Rates Issue

The performance assessment calculations are very sensitive to the assumed

drilling rates. The 1992 performance assessment calculations include very low

drilling rates inferred from two expert elicitation exercises. The participantsin

bothexercises wereprovided outdatedand incorrect informationon the twoissues

thatwere most importantto their discussions --- the actual drillingintensity and

the estimatedcrude oil reserves in the immediatevicinity of the WIPPSite. Hora

subsequently (1992, p. 88) reportedthe largest time integrated drilling intensity

from among 1,000 vectors for the entire regulatory period to be only 1.11

boreholes per km_over 10,000 years. For the last 9000 years (1000 years after

closure to 10,000 years after closure), or 90%, of the regulatozVperiod, the

effective drilling intensity inferred from the "expert"elicitationexercise, is about

0.15 bow.holes per km2over 10,000 years or more than 2 orders of magnitude

less than the EPA recommended value of 30 boreholes per km_ over 10,000

years. The low inferred drilling rates probably reflect the limited, outdatedand

incorrect information provided to the panel members.

The use of the term exploratory well in the EPA Standards(U.S. El'A, 1985;

U.S. EPA, 1993) is open to broad interpretationwhich is not desirablegiven the

sensitivity of the performance assessment calculations well-drilling rates. All

drilling should be considered to be "inadvertent" as long as the drillers are

unawareof the existence of the repository.
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5. INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL AT THE WIPP

The actual experienceof theWIPPproject strongly suggests that the performance

assessment calculations should not takemuchcredit for institutionalcontrol, even

for a short period of time. Silva and Channell (1992) found that two active oil

and gas leases and a producing gas well within the WIPP Site Boundary were

overlooked in several importantDOE documents despite public records and the

visible existence of a producinggas wellhead from the south _s highway to

the WIPP facility. In response to the report, the DOE identified the internal

procedures of the BLM as the control crucial to protecting the site from

inadvertent human intrusion. The procedures required BLM to obtain and

consider DOE's review of each drillingapplicationwithinone mile of WIPP prior

to issuing a permit to drill. However, a review of the actual permittingprocess

indicates that either the BLM or the DOE failed to implement those crucial

procedures in 22 out of 25 applicationssubmittedbetween October 26, 1990 and

October 3O, 1992.

$.1 Lapse in DOE Records

As reportedby Silva and Channell in EEG-50 (1992), the U.S. Departmentof

Energy (DOE) documentationoverlooked two active oil and gas leases and a gas

well within the WIPP Site Boundary. This informationallapse occurred in spite

of lease, drilling, and production records filed by the oil company with the

federalgovernment (BLlVD;a condemnationsuit filed in civil court bythe federal

government in 1977; a Consultation and Cooperation Agreement between the

State of New Mexico and the federal government; a Memorandum of

Understanding between agencies of the federal government recognizing the

existence of these leases; technical reportsfunded by the federal government on

areaoil and gas resources; and the visible existence of a producible gas well from

the south access highway to the WIPP facility. Several important DOE

documents were either incorrect, silent, or inconsistent on the existence of these

leases:
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1) The Fir_ EnvironmentalImpactStatement(U.S. DOE, 1980, pp. 8-8 to

8-10) identified the oil and gas leases held by ten companies in March

1979, yet the 1952 Conoco and 1959 Bass leases in the southwestcomer
of the WIPP Site on Section 31 were not mentioned.

2) The WIPP Final Safety Analysis Report (U.S. DOE, 1990a, Section

2.1.1.1), incorrectly stated that there were no active oil and gas leases

within the WIPP Site Boundaryand failed to chartthe intrudingwell on

its map of producible oil and gas wells.

3) The DOE No-Migration VariancePetition to EPA incorrectly stated that

the DOE has purchasedall oil and gas leases in the areaof the WIPP site

to prevent any exploration now and in the future (U.S. DOE, 1990b).

4) The Secretary of Energy's Decision Plan monitored the status of

active potashlease untilit was purchasedby the DOE but remainedsilent

on the active oil and gas lease issue even after an article in the

AlbuquerqueJournalraised the issue (McCutcheon, 1990).

5) The DOE Implementationof the Resource Disincentive document, (U.S.

DOE, 1991) was inconsistent on the numberof active oil and gas leases

within the WIPP Site Boundary and on the production status of the

forgottengas well.

The DOE's loss of institutionalknowledge was confirmed in an explanationfrom
the DOE to the EPA.

The lease on the 80 acres in Section 17 expired on June 30, 1984,

(Attachment 14). Thereafter, DOE believed that there were no

hydrocarbonleases remaining within the WIPP site (Lytle, 1991).

$.2 Lapse in Institutional Control at DOE and DOI/BLM

There are two components of passive institutional control that have been

inherently in place at the WIPP duringthat period of full operationalreadiness
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to receive waste; 1) government ownership and regulationsregarding land or

resource use and 2) public records._9

In response to the questions raised by Silva and Channeil (1992) on institutional

control, the DOE maintained:

None of the documentslisted in EEG-50 as being "incorrect, silent, or

inconsistent" are part of the institutional control process at the WIPP.

Nor are any of the documents critical to the maintenance of the
institutional controls at the WIPP. The omtro/s #mr are cruc/a/to

pratea the s_tefram _nent e_o_ are _.M /ea_g

pracedu_aand/easerecordsandOae_ema/procedsu_ofOJe

re.re theDOE's_ andcomme_foranypen_ _p_

todrillwithinonemileoftheWIPP _.2_

Adherence to policies governing resource extraction at the WIPP has been

carefully maintained. Review of the BLM's interface with the DOE reveals

numerous requestsfrom the BLM for DOE comments regardingrequests to

drill in the area. (Arthur,1992)

_"Passive institutional control" means: (1) permanent markers placed at a
disposal site, (2) public records and archives, (3) government ownership and
regulations regardingland or resource use, and (4) other methods of preserving
knowledge aboutthe location, design, and contentsof a disposal system. "Active
institutional control" means:(1) controllingaccess to a disposal site by any means
other than passive institutionalcontrols, (2) performing maintenanceoperations
or remedial actions at a site, (3) controlling or cleaning up releases from a site,
or (4) monitoringparametersrelated to disposal system performance. (U.S. EPA,
1985, p. 38035)

2°Theterm "inadvertentexploration"is used in the DOE response. The term
does not make sense because exploration is deliberate. Intrusion is inadvertent.

21Emphasisadded.
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However, it alvears that the BLM did not have effective internal operating

procedures in place. Proceduresshould have been developed and implemented

by BLM which would allow BLM to approve an application to drill only after

receiving DOE's written commentsin response to a written request from BLM.

On October 26, 1990, the DOE and the DOI/BLM signed a Memorandumof

Understanding(U.S. DOE, U.S. DOI, 1990).ffi With respect to drilling for oil

and gas, the MOU _fically required the BLM to notify the DOE of

applications for permit to drill for oil and gas within one mile of the WIPP Site

Boundaryandthat "drillingapprovalwill be withhelduntilcomments arereceived

from the DOE" (U.S. DOE, U.S. DOI, 1990). On September25, 1992, almost

two years into the MOU, _e BLM reassuredthe DOE:

as per the MOU the BLM will notify the DOE of any proposed mineral

developmentwithinone mile of the WIPP site boundary. The DOE will

submitcomments to theBLM relative to the allowance of the application

and proposal, for BLMs consideration in making the final decision

(Cone, 1992).

The MOU was revoked on October30, 1992 with the passage of the 1992 WIPP

Land WithdrawalAct (Section 3 (b)).=

How effective was the MOU for that two year period, a period in which the

WIPP facility was in full readiness to receive waste7 The following example is

=The MOU was an agreementcited as the guiding document to supportthe
of 43 CFR Public Lands Order 6826 (Administrative Land Withdrawal) of
January 28, 1991.

_The October 26, 1990 MOU was extended by mutualagreement between
BLM/DOI and DOE on November 12, 1993 until all MOU to support the 1992
WIPP Land Withdrawal Act could be finalized (L.L. Woodard, 1992).
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fairly typical of the overall failure to implement institutionalproceduresintended

to prevent violation of the WIPP Site Boundary.u

There was anapplicationto drill a well with a surface locationonly 330 feet from

the east boundaryof the WIPP Site. The BLM approved the application to drill

Well #4, Section 26, T22S, R31E, on October 15, 1991. On October 17, 1991,

two days later, BLM (Marius,1991) sent a letter to the DOE requestinga review

of an "Application for Permit to Drill" within one mile of the WIPP Site

Boundary. BLM received a reply from the DOE flaker, 1991) on October25,

1991. However, not only hadthe application alreadybeen approved by BLM ten

days earlier, but drilling had already commenced with the well having been

spuddedthe day before, October 24, 1991, according to the completion records

fried by the oil company with the BLM. Thus, the DOE's review was never

considered in the application permittingprocess, the DOE review was not even

solicited until after the drilling had been approved, and the DOE review was not

received by BLM until after drilling had started!

l'he institutional failure rate for the MOU between these two active and

neighboringfederal agencieswas 88% (22/25). Table 4 identifies the twenty-five

applications for permit to drill submittedby oil and gas producersto BLM. Table

5 summafires the lapses in institutionalcontrol. In summary, the MOU failed in

twenty-two out of twenty-five applications. The observation is of concern

because these are "the controls thatare crucial to protect the site from inadvertent

exploration..." (Arthur, 1992).

i

_I'here is no indication that the WIPP Site Boundary has actually been
violated despite the lapse in institutionalprocedure.
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Table 4. Lapse in institutionalcontrol by BLM and DOE in the processing of applicationsfor permit
to drill (APD) oil and gas wells from October 26, 1990 to October 30, 1992.

Lense NO" Sec,Tnpl/_.ng Well" APD rec'd DOE 'x_view DOE written APD appr'd Drilling' Drilling Lal::mein""
by BLM requested by review rec'd by BLM Initiated Complete Institutional

BLM by BLM control

NM 65417 11, 22S, 31E #2 1;_-_1 2-27-91 4-18-91 2-25-91c 3-19-91 4-2-91 ! BLMc

NM 65417 11, 22S, 31E #3 3-14-91 4-15-91 4-22-91 4-23-91 5-6-91 5-26-91 Satisfactory

NM 65417 11, 22S, 31E 04 3-14-91 4-10-91 No response 4-23-91 9-2-91 )-19-91 DOEe,BLMv

NM 65417 11,225, 31E #5 ' 4-5-91 5-3-91 5-13-91 12-19-91 1-8.92 2-21-92 Satisfactory

NM 65417 11, 22S, 31E #6 5-20-91 No request N/A 2.21-92 3-9-92 " 3-24-92 BLM̂
, i,i

NM 65418 14, 22S, 31E #3 3-14-91 4-10-91 No response 4-23-91 6-1-91 6-21-91 DOES,BLMD

NM 65418 14, 22S, 31E 04 3-14-91 4-26-91 No response Denied* N/A N/A DOEs

NM 0479142 12, 22S, 30E #11 1-23-91 3-4-91 4-18-91 2-26-91c 3-20.91 4-1-91 BLMc

NM 0479142 12, 22S, 3_ #12 1-26-91 2-19-91 4-18-91 2-20-91 9-14-91 9-26-91 BLMD

NM 0479142 12, 22S, 30E' #13 1-29-91 2-19-91 4-18-91 2-20-91 11-3-91 11-20-91 BLMD

NM 0479142 12, 22S, 30E #i4 1-29-91 2-19-91 4-18-91 2-19-91 11-22-91 12-10-91 BLMD

NM 0479142 12, 22S, 30E #15 3-25-91 No request N/A 8-3-92 8-9-93 9-4-93 BLM̂

NM 62589 23, 22S, 31E #5 2-11-91 3-13-91 4-18-9i 3-13-91 3-19-91 3-31-91 BLMv

NM 62589 23, 22S, 31E #6 6-21-91 7-I-91 Denied' N/A N/A Satisfwtory

NM 62590 26, 22S, 31E #2 1-18-91 2-11-91 4-18-91 2-6-91c 2-21-91 4-4-91 BLMc

NM 62590 26, 22S, 31E #3 6-i8-91 7-10-91 No response 7-10-91 7.19-91 8.23-91 eLM°
i

NM 62590 26, 22S, 31E 04 Illegible 10-17-91 10-25-91 10-15-91c 10-24.91 11.11-91 BLMc

NM 62590 26, 22S, 31E #5 9-20.91 lO-11-91 10-21-91 10-9-91c 12-3-91 12.19-91 BLMc .......

NM 62590 26, 22S, 31E" #6 1-7-92 2-13-92 No response 2-6-92c 3-29-92 4-10-92 BLMC,DOED

_IM 62590 26, 22S, 31E #7 1-7-92 2-13-92 No response 2-7-92c 4-1-92 4-11-92 BLMC,DOED

NM 62590 26, 22S, 31E #8 2-5-92 No Request N/A 7-2-92 Not yet' N/A BLM̂

NM 62590 26, 22S, 31E 09 2-28-92 4-29-92 No response 7-2-92 Not yet N/A DOEm,BLMD

NM 62590 26, 22S, 31E #10 3-19-92 4-30-92 No response 7-2.92 Not yet N/A DOEm,BLMD

NM 62590 26, 22S, 31E #11 3-25-92 4-30-92 No response 7-2-92 Not yet N/A DOEe,BLMe

NM 62590 26, 22S, 31E #12 3-31-92 4-30-92 No response 7-2-92 Not yet N/A DOEB,BLMD
,, ,,,

A - BLM fails to request DOE review.

B - DOE fails to responde to BLM request.

C - BLM prematurelyapprovesAPD prior to requestof DOE writtenreview.

D - BLM prematurelyapproves APD prior to receipt of DOE writtenreview.

* - Denied to first allow potash production. 49



Table 5. Lapses in institutional control by DOE and BLM for 25

applications duringa two year period.
i i H,i i

Satisfactory procedure 3
II I I

BLM failed to request DOE review. 3
i i ll| i ,,,,,,

DOE failed to re_ to BLM request. 9

BLM approved permits to drill before requestingDOE review. 5

BLM approved permits to drill before receiving DOE review. 5
i i

EEG notified DOE of this lapse in institutionalcontrol in 1993 (Neill, 1993a, p.

6; Neill, 1993b). DOE maintainsthatDOE and BLM have since improved their

record for tracking applications for permit to drill (Hunter, 1994).

5.3 Inadvertent Removal of Active Institutional Control

In the written materials and presentationsprovided to the elicitation panels on

future societies (August 13, 1990, Albuquerque)and on markers(November 4,

1991, Albuquerque),the SecondModificationto the ConsultationandCooperation

(C&C) Agreement was identified as active institutionalcontrol:

In the Second Modification to the Consultation and Cooperation

Agreement, the DOE agreedto prohibitsubsurfacemining,drilling, slant

drilling under the withdrawn area, or resource explorationunrelated to

the WIPP Project on the sixteen square miles to be withdrawn [and

remain]= under DOE control (Weart et al., 1991, p. IIl-2; Bertram-

Howery, 1990; Gruebel, 1991).

_rhe words in brackets were inclu0_,.tin Weartet al. (1991) but not in the
overheads.
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Weart et al. (1991) furthercommented:

A complication to this conclusion of resource assessibility is that an

agreement between the DOE and the Stateof New Mexico (U.S. DOE

and Stateof New Mexico, 1981, as modified)prohibitsdirectional(slant)

drilling beneath the land-withdrawal area for as long as active

institutional controls are maintained(Wean et al., 1991, p. VI-10).

It appears that the BLM still can not enforce the DOE agreement with the State

of New Mexico. On the subjectof the leases undertheWIPP Site Boundary, the

BLM position is clear:

The existing oil and gas lease are valid and are in good standing.

Therefore, the leaselmlders can further develop these leases in

compliancewith applicableregulations (Woodard, 1993).

The BLM decides on drilling applications including wells that could be

directionallydrilled into the two active federaloil and gas leases under the WIPP
Site.

Section 4(b)(5)(B) of the 1992 WIPP Land WithdrawalAct states:

Existing rights under FederalOil and Gas Leases No. NMNM 02953 and

No. NMNM 02953C shall not be affected unless the Administrator[of

EPA] determines, after consultation with the Secretary [of Energy] and

the Secretary of Interior, that the acquisition of such leases is required

to comply with the final disposal regulationsor with the Solid Waste

Disposal Act (42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.)

In March1993, Bass Enterprisessubmittedapplicationsto directionallydrill eight

additional wells beneath the WIPP Land WithdrawalArea for the production of

crude oil from the 320 acre lease (NM 02953C) in the southern half of Section

31, T22S, R31E. The surface locations are shown in Figure_14as open circles
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Figure14. March1993applicationsto directionallydrilleightoilwells
tobecompletedwithinWIPPSiteBoundary.
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and the bottom hole locations are shown as x's. Drilling would initiate on the

surface outside the WIPP Site Boundary,proceed downward at least 6000 feet,

then deviate into the WIPPSite Boundary. OnApril 26, 1993, the BLM (Manus,

1993) sent the applications to the DOE for review stating that BLM would

withhold approvalon these APDs until commentswere received from the DOE.

Under 43 CFR 3162, the BLM has a 30 day period for the processing of APDs

and following thatperiod, BLM makes a decision to permit, deny, or postpone

the applications. On May 27, 1993, the DOE WIPP Project Site Office (Hunt,

1993a) notified the BLM that the applications would require the review of the

DOE Headquartm_and the Administratorof the EPA. The DOE suggested that

BLM apply subsection 3162.3-1(h)(3) of 43 CFR 3162 to allow DOE and EPA

additional time to review the applications. On July 26, 1993, the DOE (Hunt,

1993b)requestedan additionalextensionor deferralto allow completion of EPA's

decision makingprocess. On October28, 1993, the EPA suggested that the DOE

and the EPA could jointly ask the BLM to delayjudgment on the applications to

drill (Shapiro, 1993). As of April 1994, the statusof these applications _ j
to remainunresolved.

The 1992 WIPP LandWithdrawalAct requlru the Administratorof EPA to make

a recommendation on the acquisition of the leases in Section 31. However, an

EPA recommendation requires the completion of the performance assessment

calculations, which will not be completedfor several more years. EPA may not

be able to makea recommendationon the drillingapplicationsuntil then (Shapiro,

1993). According to the 1992 WIPPLandWithdrawalAct (Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant Land WithdrawalAct, 1992), the recommendationmust come from EPA,

not DOE. If neitherDOE nor EPA can object, the BLM can presumablyapprove

the drilling applications.

The C&C Agreement (U.S. DOE and NM, 1981) prohibits slant drilling as long

as active institutionalcontrols are maintained(Weart et al., 1991). In general,

the WIPP LWA (Section 21) does not affect the C&C Agreement. However, the

WIPP LWA appearsto supersedethe DOEand Stateagreementon the prohibition

of slantdrilling. Section 4Co)5(A)and4(b)5(B) of the WIPPLWA prohibits slant
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driUinS, except for the two leases describedabove. Thus, the active institutional

control, cited by Weartet al. (1991) and presentedto the eliciuttion panels, does

not prohibit slantdrilling into active oil and gas leases.

$.4 Lack of a Commitment to Active Institutional Control

In evaluating the suitability of the WIPP Site, the EEG recommended:

The federal government shall exercise active institutional control at the

site for this PUrlxne for at least 100 years after repository

decommissioning(Neill et al., 1983, p. iii).

The First Modification to the C&C Agreement stated:

the consultationprocess concerning the length and extent of the post-

closure institutional control, shall be negotiated and resolved by the

parties in the future, and at least one year prior to the start of the

decontaminationand decommissioning of WIPP.

Apparentlythe DOE does not intend to negotiateand resolve the length and extent

of institutionalcontroluntilthreedecadesafterthe completion of the performance

assessment calculationsand the dislx_ decision. Despite the lack of a formal

commitment or even a plan, the DOE continues to take full credit for active

institutional control in the performance assessment calculations. Furthermore,

despite the lack of a plan and formal commitment, the DOE proposes to take

substantialcredit for passive institutionalcontrol in the performance assessment
calculations.

5.$ DOE and Passive Institutional Control ..

During the review of institutional controls, other problems surfaced which raised

questionsabout some componentsof passive institutional control, such as markers
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and records, to effectively convey accurateinformation. In responseto EF._-50,

the DOEargued:

... there are over 30 wells within a mile of the WIPP Site Boundary.

We know aboutevery one of these wells and we know thatnone of these

wells pose a problem for the repository (Arthur, 1992).

The DOE subsequent list of wells (Arthur, 1993a) contained several mistakes

including six incorrect locations for wells within various sections, an incorrect

zction, an incorrecttownship,threewellsnotmentioned,a well thatdoesn't
exist, two incotzect lease designations, and five minor misspellings of leases and

l_lders. Even though the well markers failed to convey an accurate

message, the DOE _tly relied primarily on the field markersand did not
consult records.

Forexample, the sign at the well on Barclay StateNo. 1 gave thewrong location.
NMOCD and BLM records show the well to be located 660 feet from the east

line and 1,980 feet from the south line. Yet the sign at the well head reads "660

feet from the south line and 1,980 feet from the west line." The DOE relied on

the incorrect informationon the marker.

The sign at James Ranch Unit #1 led the DOE to list the well in the wrong

quadrant,in the wrong section, and in the wrong township. The sign at the well

head reads, *James Ranch Unit Battery No. 1, NW/4, SW/4, Sec. 6, T23S,

R31E, Eddy Co., NM-04473." The correct location, according to BLM records,

is the SW/4, SE/4, of Sec 36, T22S, R30E. It appearsthat in preparingthe list,

theDOEfailedtoconsulteithertheBLMrecords,the NMOCDrecords,oreven
amap.

Three abandoned wells were not mentioned. In letters of February 9, 1993,

(Arthur, 1993a) and May 10, 1993, (Arthur, 1993b), the DOE stated that their

list of wells was confined only to oil and/or gas wells that appearto be capable

of production. The DOE list incorrectly identified a clearly labeled salt water
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disposal well as an oil well (David Ross AIT Federal#1, NM65419, Section 35,

T22S, R31E) although there is no oil production equipment on this well.

Furthermore, the sign at the well clearly states "David Ross 'A1T' Fed. gl -

SWD." "SWD" is an acronym for salt water di_. The BLM maps also

show this as a salt water di_ well. BLM and the NMOCD records also

document the _ and approval of this well for salt water di_ in 1991,

shortly after the well was completed. The absence of oil productionequipment,

the presence of a markerlabeled "SWD," the "SWD" label on the BLM map, and

BLM and NMOCD records clearly stating "saltwater disposal well" failed to

convey the message to the DOE that this is a salt water disposal well and not a

producing oil and gas well.

One well on the DOE list did not exist. It was a crossover on a natural gas

pipeline that was misidentified as a well.

In --:mnmry, some markers were incorrect and other markers failed to convey

their message. Further, it appears that the DOE did not initially verify the

information on the markers by consulting records maintained at the BLM
Carlsbad Resource Area Office. These observations document the failure of

markers and public records, key components of institutionalcontrol, to convey
accurate information.

5.6 Panel Reservations about Institution_! Control

Some of the "mostvaluable" (Horaet al., 1991, p. V-8) comments elicited from

the e_ panels appear to have been ignored by the WIPP performance

assessment team. Several e_ on the future societies panel were quite

pessimistic about the possibility of maintainingactive control, for any period of

time, even 100 years (Hora et al., 1991). Nonetheless, the performance
assessment calculations continue to assume fell credit for active institutional

control for 100 years (Hora, 1992, p. A-87).
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The EPA Standardsstate:

To comply with § 191.14(a), the implementingagency will assume that

none of the active institutional controls prevent or reduce radionuclide

releases for more, than 100 years after disposal CU.S. EPA, 1985, p.

38088, U.S. EPA, 1993).

This Guidance does not prevent the repository operator from automatically

assuming thatactive institutionalcontrolwill deterall inadvertenthumanintrusion

for 100 years. The 1992 performanceassessment _Hora, 1992, p. A-87) takes

credit for 100 percent active institutional control for 100 years. Yet members

from each of the four futuresteamsexpressedreservationsaboutthe ability of the

project to fully maintain active control for even a very short period of time.

Participantsin the elicitation exercise were asked to addressseven specific issues

including the issue of active controls.

Assuming that the radioactive waste exists and is harmful, what is the

likelihood that active controls (continuedmanagementof the site) have

been maintainedto preventinadvertentintrusions7(I-Ioraet al., 1991, p.

G_4).

5.6.1 Washington A Team

Threeof the four members of the WashingtonA Team werepessimistic about the

possibility of maintainingactive controls for anyperiod of time, even 100 years.

The fourth member felt long term active control was possible, but it might be

bought at substantial humancost, possibly the loss of humanrights (I-Ioraet al.,

1991, p. IV-53). The first three members predicted a steep decline in the

probability of active controls as a function of time beginning immediately after

closure (Hora et al., 1991, Figure IV-10). At 50 years after closure, their

predictedprobability of active control for all four postulated furorestates range

from a low of 0.1 to a high of only 0.5. The fourth member also predicted an

immediate decline, although at a slower rate, in the probabilityof active control
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after closure (Hera et al., 1991, Figure IV-11). Their predictions on the

immediate decline in institutionalcontrol are shown in Figures 15a and 15b. In

summary, each andevery member of the Washington A Team predicted less than

total active institutionalcontrol for the first 100 years beginning immediately after
closure.

(a) (b)

"_ 1.0 ' ' ' ' 1

Steady State ] ,,, _oe/" _

i ' \'_ '_C" jCOntinuity "liO/eOoott:OO_.ee¢ _

0.4 _x_N_L._,_ Radical Increase 1 _'/t_

0.2a.. 0.0 L i , I _l,
0 100 200 0 1000 2000

Years after Closure Years after Closure

Figure 15. WashingtonA Teampredictedprobabilityof existence of active
controlsas a functionof time andfutures (Heraet al., 1991, pp. IV-45
andIV-46).

5.6.2 Washington B Team

The Washington B Team assigned probabilities that the government would

continue to maintain prudent and effective control over the WIPP. The

Washington B Team defined the near future as 0-200 years after closure

(Glickmanet al., pp. F-4, F-27; Hera et al., p. IV-55). This teamquestioned the

effectiveness of active control for the near futureand assigned a probability0.8,

and not 1.0, for prudent and effective control for the near future (Hera, 1992, p.
IV-56).
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5.6.3 Boston Team

Hora statedthatthe Boston Team allowed credit for I00 years of administrative

control (Hora, 1992, p. A-87). However, scrutiny of the Boston Team report

(Gordon et al., 1991) and the reportby Hora et al. (1991) suggests otherwise.

It appears that the input was adjusted to fit the needs of the performance

assessment calculationsas explained below. "Ibisadjustment, and not the Boston

Team, allowed credit for 100 years administrativecontrol.

The Boston Team did not offer direct estimates of the duration of active

institutional control. Rather, the Boston Team predicted socio-technical factors

at 100 years, 1000 years, and 10,000 years (Gordonet al., 1991, p. C-5). Points

in time were incompatiblewith the needs of performanceassessment. As noted
I

by Hora et al. (1991, p. IV-3) "...the performanceassessmentcalculations require

rates of intrusion during the entire continuum from 100 to 10,000 years after

closure." Thus, the use of midpoints on the logarithmic scale was introduced to

define time periods. For example, the 100 yearpoint was converted to a period

of 0 to 300 years after closure (Hora et al., pp. IV-3 to IV-4). The first 100

years were then dropped and the results of the elicitation for ten tables were

presented for time periods from 100-300 years (Hora et al., 1991, Tables IV-2

throughIV-11) and not from 0-300 years. However, Table IV-14 (Hora et al.,

1991) presents the calculated drilling rate probability for 0-300 years after

closure. This table suggests that the Boston Team did not allow for 100 years
administrativecontrol.

Moreover, one member of the Boston Team disputed the existence of

administrative control for even a short period of time. In an appendix to the

Boston Team report (Gordon et al., 1991), Baramaddressed the question "Can

memory of WIPP be retained?" Rather than argue in the abstract, he cited

examples of the factual loss of history or active control for periods shorterthan

50 years. The examples included:
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1) the loss of drilling history at Lyons, Kansas that was fortuitously

recaptured by opponents to a proposed repository at that location,

2) the loss of information for 45 years on the dumping of barrels of

radioactive waste from the ManhattanProject in the late 1940's by the

_ent of Defense at the Massachusetts Bay site,

3) the unavailabilityof information until 1986 on the release of radiation

and exposure of thousands of people near Hanfordbeginning in 1944,

4) the use of uraniummill railings in Coloradoto constructhomes and other

concrete structuresdespite a prohibition againstsuch activity,

5) the 1982 sewer line construction and inadvertentintrusion into a poison

gas container abandonedby the Army when it closed anairfield in 1945.

These examples documentBaram's reservations on furl administrativecontrol._

5.6.4 Southwest Team

The Southwest Team assumed that active control would be maintained at the

WIPP site duringthe operational phase and for 100 years after closure (Benford

et al., 1991, p. D-10). However, the elicitation exercise posed three questions

including the question - When will there be a loss of act/_ contro/s and markers?

"The [Southwest] team was fairly pessimistic with respect to society's ability to

maintain active controls and effective markers"(Hora et al., 1991, p. IV-31).

One member speculated that controls and markers may last as long as 1,000

years, two members felt that loss would likely occur within hundreds of years,

and one member thought loss of markers and active control would occur in less

_l'he examples were offered by Baram and, as such, represent his
interpretationof events indicative of the loss of administrativecontrol
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than 100 years. While therewas no consensus, the last observation by a member

of the Southwest Team is at odds with the assumptionof 100 years administrative

control. Further, the question did not separate markers from active controls.

Markersare considereda componentof passive institutionalcontrol (U.S. EPA,

1985, p. 38085). Yet the team was asked a question which inherently included

the benefitof this more durablecomponent in their assessment of active controls.

$.7 Summary Comments on Credit for Institutional Control

In summary, two oil and gas leases were forgotten by the DOE in spite of the

lease, drilfing, ar)d production records filed with the federal government, a
condemnation suit filed in civil court by the federal government, agreements

between the State of NeWMexico and the federal government, technical reports

to the federal government on areaoil and gas resources, and the existence of a

produciblegas well visible from the south access highway _:_ the WIPP facility.

The DOE and the BLM failed to implement procedures crucial to protecting the

site in 88% of the twenty-five applications filed the first two years a

Memorandumof Understandingwas in effect. The DOE review of the interface

with the BLM failed to detect the problem. Members from all four teams in the

elicitationexercise on future societies expressed reservations about the project's

ability to maintainactive control for even a short period of time. There is no

plan nor commitmentby DOE to active institutional control. The DOE intends

to negotiate the extent of active institutional control with the State of New Mexico

just priorto decommissioning the facility or approximately30 years after having

taken full credit for active institutional control in the performance assessment

calculations. Despite these observations, the project continues to assume full

credit for active institutional control for 100 years.

The current wording in the EPA Standardspermits the assumption that active

institutional control can completely deter inadvertenthuman intrusion for up to

100 years. The present assumptionsabout the effectiveness of active institutional

control need to be reconsidered because of this experience. The EPA should

reexamine whether any credit for 100 years of active institutional control is
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reasonablegiven the actual experience of inaccuraterecordkeeping. At the very

least, the EPA should require the implementingagency to publish specific plans

on how the agency intends to maintainactive institutional control. Even in the

absence of such a requirement, the DOE should publish detailedplans now that

specify how the Ikpartment intends to maintaincontrol of activities in the area

of the repository for 100 years after decontaminationand decommissioning and

how that control will completely or partially deter humanintrusion.

Public records and markers, components of institutional control failed to

communicatethe existence and location of oil and gas wells. Despite extensive

public records, the DOE also lost knowledge of a gas well and two active oil and

gas leases within the WIPP Site Boundary. Furthermore,the project failed to

implement the procedures described by the DOE as crucial to protectingthe site

from inadvertent human intrusion. The failure of two neighboring federal

agencies to communicate and the loss of knowledge in such a shortperiod of time

without any changes in language, government, technology, or cultureis cause for

concern. EPA needs to assess the effectiveness of recordsto convey information

and determine how much credit, if any, can be reasonablyallowed.

Members from of each of the four futuresteams expressed reservationsabout the

ability of the project to maintainfull active control for even a very short period

of time. Nonetheless, the 1992 performanceassessment calculationscontinueto

assume full credit for active institutional control for 100 years (Hora, 1992, p.

A-87). However, the expert panel reservationson active control, their estimates

of the probabilityof intrusionduringactive control, and the drillingrates inferred

from expert elicitation for the first 100 years were not considered in the 1992

performanceassessment.
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6. PE'I_O_ PRODUCTION PRACTICES

The practices of the oil and gas industry meritcareful review because the WIPP

is located in a petroleumricharea. The areawill be subjectedto the exploration,

production, and abandonmentpractices of the petroleum industry. The WIPP

project must consider the impact of petroleum explorationand production on the

repository. This report identifies potentialproblems to be addressed.

6.1 Limitations of Blowout Preventers

The 1992 performance assessment publication suggests that if drillers encounter

a gas-pressurized formation,blowout preventerswillbe quicklyengaged to curtail

gas migration into the borehole (SNL, 1992, vol. 2, p. 7-28). Recent field

experience identifies some limitations. While drilling an oil well on March 21,

1991, in a lease immediately adjacentto the WIPP Site Boundary,pressurizedgas

in the SaladoFormationpropelled the entirecolumnof brineoutof thewell bore,

through the derrick mast, over the top of the derrick, into the air, and onto the

drill pad and highway before blow out preventer equipmentcould control the

pressure. The well was Federal 23 No. 5 on the lease NM-62589, which is

immediately adjacent to the WIPP Site Boundary. The report notes thatonly the
BLM was notified.

6.2 Loss of Cimflation During Drilling for Off and Gas

On April 2, 1991, drilling was initiatedfor a gas well on Lincoln Federal No. 1

in Section 26, T21S, R32E, NMPM, in Lea County, New Mexico about 8 miles

(13 kin) east-northeastof the WIPP Site Boundary(Collins & Ware, Inc., 1991

pp. 1-4). On the thirdday of drilling andupon reachinga depth of 1292 feet, all

of the circulating fluid was lost to the formation. The driller began hauling in

water to continue drilling. Drilling with watercontinuedfor ten additionalhours

on the fourth day. A survey confirmed 100% circulation loss in the two foot

J_ltervalfrom 1290' to 1292'. Attempts to seal the formation with cement over

the next 5 days largely failed as evidenced by the continuedloss of circulating
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water to the formation. Nonetheless, on the tenth day, drilling continueduntil an

air pocket and brine flow were encountered at 2000 feet. Brine from this

formation began filling the surface pit, which is used to contain the circulating

fluid. Drilling continuedfor 1 1/2 hours with brine flowing into the pit. The

driller then hauled eight loads of brine to disposal and continued drilling for 9

hours with partial returnsof brine to the surface. Apparently, while the brine

flowed to the surface, much of the brine continued to flow into the two foot

interval between 1290' and 1292'. The drilling reportdocumentedan additional

7 hours of drilling with no returns. On the eleventh day, after 3 I/2 hours of

drilling with no returns, air drilling was initiated. As drilling continued, the pit

filled with formationbrine. Once there was sufficient brine in the pit, the brine

was used as the circulating fluid for drilling until the pit was nearly depleted.

Then air drilling resumeduntil the pit again filled with brine.

The drilling report raises several questions. Has the project considered the

documented scenarioof continuousflow duringdrilling from a lower zone such

as the Salado into an overlying formation,possibly an aquifer? Basedon isopach

maps of overburden (SNL, 1992, vol. 2, p. 2-20) and more recent drilling

records, it appearsthatthe thief zone was the Culebra Aquifer. How much brine

flowed from the lower formationto the overlying formationduringdrilling? In

terms of currentdrilling practices, was the brine checked for radioactivity prior

to transportand disposal? Was the brine sent to a salt water disposal lake or was

the brine sent to a saltwater disposal well?

6.3 Potential Problems Due to Secondary Recovery of Crude Oil

Potential problems as a result of secondary and tertiary oil recovery have not

been addressed by the WIPP project. Secondary recovery was not addressed in

the 1982 naturalresources study by Brausch et al. (1982) because that study

assumed that there were minimal amounts of crude oil reserves likely to exist

within the WIPP Site. However, crude oil reserves are currentlybeing produced

from former controlzone IV. As shown in Figure 12, manyoil wells have been

drilled on forty acres spacings and primaryrecovery is underway. Secondary
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recovery methods such as waterflooding are commonly employed in portions of

the Delaware Basin thatcontain practicalquantities of crude oil (Brauschet el.,

1982, p. 30). The potentialimpactof waterflooding, as practicedin southeastern

New Mexico, remains to be addressedby the WIPP project.

In a memorandum discussing anomalous water level rises in the Culebra

Formation near the WIPP Site, LaVenue (1991) discussed a casing failure

problem in the VacuumField waterfloodlocated in Townships 17 to 18 South and

Ranges 34 to 35 East, approximately 15 miles northeast of the WIPP Site.

LaVenue quotes from a memorandumpreparedby Bailey (1990), a petroleum

engineer with the New Mexico StateLand Office, as follows:

Although the Vacuum Field is located some distance northeast of the

monitor wells in question, I believe the hydrogeologic setting is

analogous to the well field you are currentlyinvestigating. The Vacuum

Field is also overlain with Dewey Lake Red Beds and the Rustier and

SaladoFormations. Numerouswater flows in the Salado were creating

oil field casing failuresand drilling and cementing problems and many

people were concerned thatthe situationcould cause contaminationof the

Ogallela aquifer... Spot checking of old oil well drillingrecords indicate

water flow drilling problems and numerous casing leak repairs in the

Dewey Lake Red Beds, Rustier and Selado formation for many years.

These water flows are still occurringin the Vacuum Field although at a

lesser rate than during the 1970's and 1980's.

These water flows are characterizedas strong, intermittentand spotty.

Not all wells have encounteredflows, but when they did, the flows were

estimated at 1,000 - 2,000 barrels (42,000 - 84,000 gallons) per day.

The flows often would last 4-5 days before stopping by themselves. The

Oil and Gas Conservation District was greatly concerned about the

effects of these flows and the potentialfor dissolution, vertical fracturing

and collapse of the upper beds, and the contamination of the Ogallala

aquifer(Bailey,1990).
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I.aVenue then quotes from a letter preparedby Joe D. Ramey of the Oil and Gas

Conservation District to John F. O'Leary, dated May 5, 1976.

It has recently come to our attentionthat there are numerous salt water

flows in and aroundwaterfloods in Lea County... Basically the problem

is that water injected at around 3600' is escaping from the injection

interval, migrating upward to the base of the salt section and then

moving horizontally through this section. Waterflows of 5000-6000

barrelsper day and recorded surface pressures of 1600 pounds on weUs

outs/de waterflood areas are not uncommon. This had resulted in

collapsed casing in several wells but the critical _ in this is the

threatof widespreadcontaminationof fresh water....

LaVenue then again quotes Barley:

After years of study, thousandsof pressure tests, installationof pressure

monitoringwells, and chemical analyses, the WaterFlow Committee [a

committee fornw_ of oil and gas co_ representa:tws to investigate

the salt water flow problem] =, decided that no one knew the origin of

the early flows, or _cally where the water was stored. However,

individual flows were correlatedthroughoutthe field to distinct horizons

within the Salado Formationwhere fluid flow is facilitatedalong bedding

planes at clastic-evaporite interfaces. Chemical dissolution of bounding

salts and mechanical fracturing enable large volumes of fluids to be

transportedover large areas.

Chemical and isotopic analyses of the waterflow brines indicated thatthe

waters were not naturally occurring connate waters produced by the

evaporation of Permian seawater. (18)Oxygen/(16)Oxygen ratios and

(18)Oxygen/Magnesium ratios indicated injected produced water as a

strong candidate as a source of at least some of the water flows in the

=Comment inserted by LaVenue (1991).
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Salado Formation. Because the Vacuum waterflood project injection

zone is at anapproximatedepth of 4320'-4720', casing leaks throughthe

salt section are the most logical pathways for introductionof fluids into

the Salado Formation [whereas collapsed casing occurred as a result of

theflowoftheseintroducedfluldsalongbeddlngplanesatclastlc-

evaporlteInterfaces.p

LaVenue notes that the Vacuum Field is 10 to 15 miles northeastof the WIPP

Site and the Vacuum Field is in an areain which the lithology of the Saladomay

be describedas a back-reef fa_es in whichclastics were also deposited. LaVenue

maintainsthat there is an absence of clastics in the Salado near the WIPP-Site

region, hence there are no elastics to fitcilitatefluid flow such as has occurredin

the Vacuum Field along the clastic-evaporite beddingplanes. Fromthisposition,

LaVenue suggests that the probability of collapsed casing in the WIPP Site area

would be lower. However, the issue is not solely d_dent on the presences of

clastic rocks. There is a much broader question. Can a future waterflood

adjacentto or near the WIPP inadvertentlyforce water into the SaladoFormation

or an overlying aquifer7

On November 22, 1993, Mr. Doyle Hartmansent SandiaNational Laboratories

a copy of a Complaint (CIV93 1349M)_ which he had filed in the Federal Court

for the District of New Mexico on November 17, 1993. Mr. Hartmanstatedthat

he furnisheda copy of the complaint to _ Sandia National Laboratories

"withthe Lea County situationso that the proper safety measureswill always be

taken to preclude the occurrence of such a potentially disastrous event in the

close vicinity of the WIPP site in Eddy County, New Mexico." Mr. Hamnan

claims thata neighboring waterflood _tion allowed substantialquantities of

injection water:

=Comment inserted by LaVenue (1991).

_The EnvironmentalEvaluationGroupunderstandsthatthiscase may still be
in litigation and the Environmental Evaluation Group has no direct nor implied
opinion on this case.
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to escal_ away from the approvedinjection zone into other formations

musing the parting and dissolution of the Salado Formation and the

consequent migrationof huge quantities of high-pressuresalt-saturated

waste throughthe SaladoFormationsoas to invade the SaladoFormation

directly underlying the Bates Lease (I-Iartman,1991, p. 13).

At about midnight on January 15, 1991, while drilling with the highly

plastic and naVaally impermeable Salado Formation, Hartman

encountered an extraordinarilyhigh-pressuredsalt-saturatedwater flow.

At approximately1:45 a.m. on January 16, 1991, despite the Bates No.

2 being equipped with a blowout preventionsystem, as a direct result of

the abnormally high-pressurehigh-volume water flow, the Bates No. 2

experienced a "salt water" blowout which blowout continued to flow

uncontrolledfrom the well untilfinally being broughtunder control five

days later. Neither the surface casing nor any other equipment at the

drilling site were designed to control the totally unnaturalhigh pressure

high-volume water flow. Within seven hours after the initial salt water

blowout, the Bates No. 2 was "outof control"and threateningdangerof

bodily harm to workmen, destruction of the drilling equipment, and

ruinationof the surroundingsurfaceenvironmentand subsurfaceshallow

fresh water formations (Hartman, 1993, p. 11).

Although this lease lies approximately45 miles (72 kin) southeast of the WIPP,

it merits investigation by the WIPP projectbecause it is an incident thatoccurred

in southeastern New Mexico while drilling throughthe Salado Formation and

there is a claim aaeB/_ thata waterfloodprojectmore than a mile away injected

water into the Salado Formationand caused the problem.

6.4 HydrologyoftheCulebraAlteredby LeakingWells

In 1991, LaVenue examined the water levels of the Culebra Aquifer which had

been rising since April 1988 at severalobservationwells. While the actual source
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of the recharge into the Cuiebra remained largely unknown, the evidence

collected by LaVenue suggested that leakage from an off and gas well or, more

likely, from a nearby salt-waterdisposal well was responsible (LaVenue, 1991).

Casing leaks and/or bad cement jobs have been documented for wells in

southeastern New Mexico even in wells that are only 9 years old (LaVenue,

1991, p. 3). The highly saline environment promotesrapidcorrosion of the well

casings and promotesdegradationof the grout thatis intended to hold the casing

in place. Leakage from one of these wells into the Culebra would change the

hydrology of that aquifer. Hence, it could be difficult to determine if such

leakage would promote or deter radionuclide migration. The observation

introduces additional uncertainty into the performance assessment calculations

because the futurelocation of oil, gas, or salt water distx_ wells with future

leaks would be difficult to predict.

6.5 Inadequate Borehole Sealing and Abandonment Practices

The potential impact of existing boreholes has long been recognized (ORNL,

1973).

Another factor of particular importance related to mineral resources is

the numberof existing boreholes in the area. These holes are important

because they representa potential hydraulicconnection between the salt

formations and both higher and lower aquifer systems. In a very few

known cases, circulationof this ,typehasbecome establishedand resulted

in very rapidlocal dissolution of the salt. It is obvious that this type of

dissolutioningat anyproposed site or withinthe bufferzone could render

it unacceptable. Consequently, all existing boreholes have to be located,

evaluatedas to their potentialto form a hydraulicconnectionbetween the

salt formation and both higher and lower aquifer systems, re-entered,

cleaned out, andreplugged in as permanenta manneras possible in order

to protect the salt against the development of circulationsof this type in
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the future. The advantageof selection a site witha minimumnumber of

existing boreholes is apparent(ORNL, 1973).

In 1980, the DOE intended to prescribe sealing of oil and gas boreholes

immediately adjacent to the present WIPP Site Boundary in what was then

designated as control zone IV. DOE stated that new wells for oil and gas

production would be drilled in conformance with DOE standards to facilitate

eventual plugging (U.S. DOE, 1980). However, in 1983, the DOE squaredoff

control zone IIIand relinquishedthe rema_der of control zone IV. Much of the

former control zone IV area has since been leased and develotx_d for the

production of crude oil and naturalgas.

Concernsabout improperlyabandonedoil andgas wells arejustified. Inadequate

practiceson BLM propertiesaredocumented(U.S. IX)I, 1989, U.S. DOI, 1990,

Baier, 1990). A 1989 evaluation (U.S. DOI, 1989)by the Inspector General for

the U.S. Departmentof Interior identifies considerableproblemson U.S. Bureau

of Land Managementproperties. Although the 1989 report statedthat the Code

of Federal Regulations requiresall wells to be promptlyplugged and abandoned,

"the Bureau of Land Management's (BLM) existing guidelines on well

completions, workovers and abandonmentshave never been formalized and

published." (U.S. DOI, 199l, p. 20568.) Enforcement does not yet carry the

weight of federal regulation. As to state regulation on federal land, the New

Mexico Oil ConservationDivisio, reties on the BLM to enforce BLM guidelines

on U.S. GovernmentLand withinNew Mexico and on the operators to file with

the NMOCD, forms approvedby the U.S. BLM for wells on U.S. Government

Land (NMOCD, 1993, Rule 4 and Rule 1128).

With respect to inadequatelyabandonedwells on BLM properties, the 1989 BLM

In_r General's report states:

Violations of existingregulations have resultedin environmental damage,

lost or unpaidroyalties, and a potentiallysubstantialGovernment liability

for pluggingabandonedwebs and cleaningup well sites. We determined
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that the potential cost for plugging and cleaning up wells that are no

longer producing in the Tulsa, Moab, Jackson, Bakersfield, San Juan,

Carlsbad, Farmington,and GreatFalls areas could be in excess of $131

million, for which the Government may be partially responsible,

primarily in those instances where the operator is bankrupt or the

_tor's bond is insufficient to cover the cost of plugging.... (U.S.

DOI, 1989, p. 4)

At Carlsbad[Resource Area], we reviewed the statusesof 2 shut-in and

11 temporarily abandonedwells on a 15-well lease. These wells had

been classified as shut-inor temporarilyabandonedsince the late 1960's

without approval. There was no evidence that these wells had been

properlytested to ensurethatthey were capable of producingoil and gas

and properlyclassified. The _r of this lease statedthathe did not

perform well integrity testsbecause it would cost about $2,000 per well.

Additionally, he stated that he did not permanentlyplug wells because

that would cost about $10,000 per well. (U.S. IX)I, 1989, pp. 6-7)

However, Baler (1990) suggestedthat the Federal Oil and Gas Reform Act does

provide at least some incentive for a medium or large company to plug their

abandoned wells. If a company refuses to plug a well after ordered, that

company can be refused additionalfederal leases (Baler, 1990). Baler also states

that well abandonmentson federal land requirecement plugs to protect mineral

resources, such as potash, and these abandonments are often wimessed.

The State of New Mexico Oil ConservationDivision issues and enforces rules and

regulations for state lands and private lands. The general NMOCD rules and

regulations (NMOCD, 1993)recommendsconsultingNMOCD OrderNo. R-1ll-

P, The Rules and Regulations Governing the Exploration and Development of Oil

and Gas in Certain Areas Herein Defined, Which Are Known to Contain Potash

Reserves (1988). In additionto the general rules, the presenceof potash imposes

two additional rules for pluggingandabandonmentof wells. First, OrderNo. R-

111-P states that a well must be filled with a solid cement plug through the salt
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sectionand any water-bearinghorizon and prevent liquids or gases from entering

the hole above or below the salt section. Second, within specified limits, the

fluid used to mix the cement shall be saturatedwith salts common to the salt

section penetrated. In addition to the actual practices on BLM property, the
I

WIPP project needs to assess the actual experience and practices of the oil and

gas industry on state property because there are also state owned sections

immediately adjacent to the WIPP Site Boundary.

6.6 Summary: Exploration, Production and Abandonment Practices

The WIPP facility is surrounded by natural gas and crude oil reserves.

Assessmentof the repositoryperformance must consider the actual exploration,

production, and abandonmentpractices of the petroleum industry.

The performanceassessment effort has assumed that drilling technology in the

distant future, thousandsof years from now, will employ the best features of the

present drilling technology. For example, it has been assumed that blowout

preventers will be quickly engaged if a pressurized gas pocket in the Salado is

encountered. Actual experience indicates some limitations. In a recently drilled

well immediately adjacent to the WIPP Site, a pressurized gas was encountered

in the SaladoFormationand the entirecolumn of drilling fluid was propelled out

of the well bore before the blowout preventers could control the pressure.

The performanceassessment has not taken into account potential problems due

to secondary and tertiary recovery. Now that crude oil reserves are known to

exist in the immediatevicinity of the WIPP and primaryproductionis underway,

secondary recovery by waterflooding or tertiary recovery should be anticipated.

Problems with waterflooding in southeastern New Mexico strongly suggest that

the issue needs to be revisited. Of particularconcern is the potential migration

of water throughthe SaladoFormation.

Leakage of oil, gas, and salt-water injection wells appears to have a potential

impacton the regional hydrology. In additionto faulty cementjobs, leakage can
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result from rapid corrosion of well casings in the highly corrosive saline

environment found throughoutsoutheasternNew Mexico.

The problems with inadequate borehole sealing and abandonment practices on

BLMpries aredocumented. The potentialimpact Ofthese verticalpathways

on the regional hydrology andon theperformanceof the repositoryremains open

for investigation and resolution.
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8. LIST OF ACRONYMS

APD Applications for permit to drill

BBL Barrels

BLM Bureau of Land Management

C&C Consultationand Cooperation

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CH-TRU Contact-HandledTRU (waste)

DOE U.S. _ent of Energy

EEG EnvironmentalEvaluation Group

EPA U.S. EnvironmentalProtection Agency

ERDA Energy Research and Development Administration

FEIS Final EnvironmentalImpactStatement

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report

GCR Geological CharacterizationReport

MCF Thousand standardcubic feet

LWA Land WithdrawalAct

MOU Memorandumof Understanding

NMBM&MR New Mexico Bureauof Mines and Mineral Resources

NMEMD New Mexico Energy and Minerals Department

HMOCD New Mexico Oil Conservation Division

NMPM New Mexico Principal Meridian

ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory

RH-TRU Remote-HandledTRU (waste)

SNL Sandia National Laboratories

TRU Transuranic

U.S.G.S U.S. Geological Survey

WIPP Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
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